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PROPAGATING WEIGHTS OF TORI ALONG FREE
RESOLUTIONS
FEDERICO GALETTO
Abstract. The action of a torus on a graded module over a polynomial ring
extends to the entire minimal free resolution of the module. We explain how
to determine the action of the torus on the free modules in the resolution,
when the resolution can be calculated explicitly. The problem is reduced to
analyzing how the weights of a torus propagate along an equivariant map of
free modules. The results obtained are used to design algorithms which have
been implemented in the software system Macaulay2.
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1. Introduction
This paper is structured as follows. In this section you will find an overview
of the questions we address (§1.1) followed by an example (§1.2) presented with
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the minimum amount of technical background. Section 2 introduces some basic
concepts of commutative algebra and the representation theory of tori, and proceeds
to describe their natural interactions. In section 3, we analyze how weights of
tori propagate along equivariant maps of free modules, first in the easier case of
bases of weight vectors (§3.1) and then in a more general setting (§3.2). Our
last section is devoted to the design of various algorithms: to propagate weights
along an equivariant map of free modules from codomain to domain (§4.1), to
propagate weights ‘forward’ from domain to codomain (§4.2), for resolutions (§4.3),
and, as a bonus, an algorithm to determine the weights of graded components of
modules (§4.4). Finally, in §4.5, we discuss the possibility of carrying out all such
computations over subfields.
An implementation of the algorithms of this paper for semisimple complex al-
gebraic groups is included, under the package name HighestWeights, with version
1.7 of the software system Macaulay2 [GS] and is documented in [Gal13a].
The author wishes to thank Jerzy Weyman, for suggesting the project, Claudiu
Raicu, for an interesting conversation on the subject, and the entire Macaulay2
community. Additional thanks go the anonymous referees that provided many
useful suggestions for improving this work. The author was partially supported
through an NSERC grant.
1.1. Motivation. Every finitely generated module over a polynomial ring with
coefficients in a field has a finite minimal free resolution which is unique up to
isomorphism. It is typically used to produce numerical invariants such as projective
dimension, regularity, (graded) Betti numbers and the Hilbert series of a module.
While there are descriptions for certain classes of modules, finding a minimal free
resolution of a module is, in general, a very difficult problem. Computational
methods offer a solution to this problem in many cases, although they are limited
in scope by time and memory constraints. As the matrices of the differentials grow
in size, their description is often omitted.
Consider the case of a polynomial ring A endowed with an action of a group
G which is compatible with grading and multiplication (see §2.3 for the precise
definitions). Let us denote modýGA the category of finitely generated graded A-
modules with a compatible action of G and homogeneous G-equivariant maps. If
M is an object in modýGA, then the action of G extends to the entire minimal free
resolution ofM . A free A-module F is isomorphic to pF {mF qbA, where m denotes
the maximal ideal generated by the variables of A. The representation theoretic
structure of F , i.e. the action of G on F , is then controlled by the representation
F {mF . Therefore, if the complex F‚:
0Ñ Fn
dnÝÑ Fn´1 Ñ . . .Ñ Fi
diÝÑ Fi´1 Ñ . . .Ñ F1
d1ÝÑ F0
denotes a minimal free resolution of M , we could try to determine the action of G
on each representation Fi{mFi.
The representation theoretic structure of F‚ may offer some insight into the
maps of the complex. Consider the situation of a differential di : Fi Ñ Fi´1, with
Fi{mFi an irreducible representation of G. The map di is completely determined
by its image on a basis of Fi; hence we can reduce to a map of representations
Fi{mFi Ñ Fi´1{mFi´1 b A. If the decomposition of the tensor product in the
codomain contains only one copy of the irreducible Fi{mFi in the right degree,
then Schur’s lemma [Lan02, Ch. XVII, Prop. 1.1] implies that the map is uniquely
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determined up to multiplication by a constant. In some cases, this information is
enough to reconstruct the map completely (see [Gal13b] for a few examples).
The representation theoretic structure of F‚ may also be used to determine the
class rM s, of a module M , in KG0 pmodýGAq, the equivariant Grothendieck group
of the category modýGA. By construction of the Grothendieck group,
rM s “
nÿ
i“0
p´1qirFi{mFis,
where the right hand side is the equivariant Euler characteristic of the complex F‚.
Motivated by the discussion above, we pose the following question: is it possi-
ble to determine the action of a group on a minimal free resolution of a module
computationally? The first assumption is that the resolution itself can be com-
puted explicitly in a reasonable amount of time. Secondly, we restrict to a class of
groups whose representation theory is well understood and manageable: tori. Ev-
ery representation of a torus is semisimple, with irreducible representations being
one dimensional and parametrized by weights. Moreover, weights can be conve-
niently represented by integer vectors. More importantly, finite dimensional repre-
sentations of connected reductive algebraic groups over algebraically closed fields
of characteristic zero are uniquely determined by the weights (with multiplicity) of
a maximal torus. Therefore successfully developing the case of tori will provide a
positive answer to our question for a larger class of groups.
Let ϕ : E Ñ F denote a minimal presentation of a module M . In our experience,
the presentation of a module with an action of a reductive group can often be writ-
ten with respect to bases of weight vectors. Suppose te˜1, . . . , e˜ru and tf˜1, . . . , f˜su
are bases of weight vectors of E and F respectively. For every e˜j , there exist poly-
nomials ai,j P A such that ϕpe˜jq “
řs
i“1 ai,j f˜i; moreover, each ai,j is a weight
vector in A and
weightpe˜jq “ weightpai,jq ` weightpf˜iq,
whenever ai,j is non zero (prop. 3.1.1). If the variables in A are all weight vectors,
then the weights of the ai,j can be easily obtained (prop. 2.3.6). Then, knowing
the weights of the f˜i, it is possible to recover the weights of the e˜j thus describing
E as a representation. A minimal presentation is the first differential in a minimal
resolution. The weights of the other free modules in the resolution can be found
by iterating the process just described, with the only catch that the remaining
differentials, as obtained computationally, may not be expressed using bases of
weight vectors. This situation is handled by changing to a suitable basis as we
indicate in our main result (thm. 3.2.2).
1.2. A preliminary example. Consider the polynomial ring A “ Crx1, x2, x3s
with the standard grading. The ideal I “ px1, x1 ` x2, x1 ` x3q defines the origin
in the affine space A3, which has codimension 3. Moreover, I is generated by 3
elements, so the generators form a regular sequence. It is well known that I is
resolved by a Koszul complex, which can be written as:
0Ñ F3
ˆ
x1`x3
´x1´x2
x1
˙
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ F2
˜
´x1´x2 ´x1´x3 0
x1 0 ´x1´x3
0 x1 x1`x2
¸
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ F1
p x1 x1`x2 x1`x3 q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ F0
The free module Fi is isomorphic to
Źi
Ap´1q3.
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The vector space spanned by the variables x1, x2, x3 is isomorphic to C
3 and
therefore we can identify A with the symmetric algebra SympC3q. Note that the
group GL3pCq acts naturally on C
3 and this action extends to A in a manner that
preserves degrees and multiplication. Moreover, the ideal I is stable under the
action of GL3pCq. This might be more evident from a geometric perspective as the
origin of A3 is fixed by the dual action of GL3pCq on A
3. Because I is stable for the
action of GL3pCq, the group action extends to a minimal free resolution of A{I; in
particular, the action extends to the Koszul complex above. The module Fi is also
isomorphic to
Źi
C3 bC Ap´iq. This form emphasizes the presence of the group
action by expressing the free module as the tensor product of a finite dimensional
representation of GL3pCq and a free A-module of rank one.
A computer can be taught to calculate a minimal free resolution which provides
such information as the ranks of the free modules in the complex, as well as the
degrees they are generated in. For example, computing a minimal free resolution
of A{I would give the free modules F0, F1, F2, F3 with ranks 1, 3, 3, 1 and generated
in degrees 0, 1, 2, 3. But how can a computer algebra system be taught to recognize
the action of GL3pCq on this complex? In other words, how can a piece of software
identify the representations appearing in our complex as the exterior powers of C3?
To illustrate our method, we recall the concept of weight in a representation.
Consider the subgroup T of diagonal matrices in GL3pCq. If e1, e2, e3 are the
vectors in the coordinate basis of C3, then, for i P t1, 2, 3u,¨
˝t1 0 00 t2 0
0 0 t3
˛
‚ei “ tiei.
Notice how ei is an eigenvector for any diagonal matrix, the eigenvalue being a
function of t1, t2, t3. To give another example, consider the vector space
Ź2C3
with the GL3pCq action. For 1 ď i ă j ď 3,¨
˝t1 0 00 t2 0
0 0 t3
˛
‚ei ^ ej “ titjei ^ ej .
Again we see that ei ^ ej is an eigenvector for any diagonal matrix, and the eigen-
value depends on t1, t2, t3. In general, we refer to these eigenvectors as weight
vectors. Every finite dimensional representation of GL3pCq has a basis of weight
vectors. Moreover, the eigenvalue of a weight vector is always a monomial tα1
1
tα2
2
tα3
3
,
and the tuple pα1, α2, α3q is called the weight of the weight vector. Weights identify
a representation up to isomorphism. For example, our computation above shows
that e1, e2, e3 are a basis of weight vectors of C
3 with weights p1, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0q,
p0, 0, 1q. The theory says any other representation with these three weights is iso-
morphic to C3. Similarly, e1 ^ e2, e1 ^ e3, e2 ^ e3 are a basis of weight vectors ofŹ2
C3 with weights p1, 1, 0q, p1, 0, 1q, p0, 1, 1q, and any other representation with
these weights is isomorphic to
Ź2
C3. Since weights are represented by tuples of
integers, they can easily be handled by software. But how do weights figure in our
free resolution?
Since we are resolving A{I, we know the module F0 is simply A. The free module
A has a single basis vector, namely 1A, on which GL3pCq acts trivially. The group
T also acts trivially on 1A, hence 1A is a weight vector with weight p0, 0, 0q. Next
we can attach weights to the variables in A. In fact, if we identify x1, x2, x3 with
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the basis e1, e2, e3 of C
3, we see that the variables in A are weight vectors with
weights p1, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0q and p0, 0, 1q. We will use this fact to recover the weights
for the module F1 by propagating the weight p0, 0, 0q in F0 along the first map of
the complex.
In order to do that, we need some tools from computational commutative algebra.
We equip A with the degree reverse lexicographic term ordering such that x1 ą x2 ą
x3. This allows us to calculate leading terms of polynomials and Gro¨bner bases.
Now the first map in the complex is represented by the matrix
M1 “
`
x1 x1 ` x2 x1 ` x3
˘
.
Each column has one entry corresponding to a generator of I. If we compute a
Gro¨bner basis of I and replace each column in the matrix above with an element
of the Gro¨bner basis we obtain
G1 “
`
x3 x2 x1
˘
.
Alternatively, we can think G1 is obtained from M1 after operating the change of
basis given by the matrix
C1 “
¨
˝´1 ´1 10 1 0
1 0 0
˛
‚
in the domain F1. As we mentioned earlier, F0, the codomain of G1, has a basis
consisting of a single weight vector with weight p0, 0, 0q. We think of the weight
p0, 0, 0q as attached to the single row of G1. Observe how each column of G1
contains a single variable, and each variable is a weight vector. To propagate the
weights through this map we proceed as follows. For each column, add the weight
of the row p0, 0, 0q to the weight of the variable in the column. The process gives
the following weights:
p0, 0, 0q ` p0, 0, 1q “ p0, 0, 1q,
p0, 0, 0q ` p0, 1, 0q “ p0, 1, 0q,
p0, 0, 0q ` p1, 0, 0q “ p1, 0, 0q.
For example, the first line comes from adding the weight p0, 0, 0q of the row to
the weight p0, 0, 1q of the variable x3 found in the first column. We think of these
weights as attached to the columns of G1. As such, these weights correspond to
some weight vectors in F1, the domain of G1. As a free module, F1 is isomorphic to
V bC Ap´1q, where V is a representation of GL3pCq of dimension 3. At the same
time, we previously mentioned that there is only one representation V with the
weights p1, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0q and p0, 0, 1q, namely C3. Therefore F1 – C
3 bC Ap´1q.
Now we would like to apply the same process to the next map in the complex.
First we notice that, since we changed basis in F1, the same change of basis should
be applied to the second map in the complex. To achieve this, we multiply the
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second map on the left by the inverse of C1, which gives
M2 “ C
´1
1
¨
˝´x1 ´ x2 ´x1 ´ x3 0x1 0 ´x1 ´ x3
0 x1 x1 ` x2
˛
‚“
“
¨
˝0 0 10 1 0
1 1 1
˛
‚
¨
˝´x1 ´ x2 ´x1 ´ x3 0x1 0 ´x1 ´ x3
0 x1 x1 ` x2
˛
‚“
“
¨
˝ 0 x1 x1 ` x2x1 0 ´x1 ´ x3
´x2 ´x3 x2 ´ x3
˛
‚.
The weights p0, 0, 1q, p0, 1, 0q, p1, 0, 0q that were attached to the columns of G1 are
now also attached to the rows of M2, since the basis used is the same. Next we
compute a Gro¨bner basis of the image of M2 and arrange its elements in the matrix
G2 “
¨
˝ x2 x1 0´x3 0 x1
0 ´x3 ´x2
˛
‚.
Implicit in this process is the choice of a module term ordering on F1, i.e. a way to
sort terms in the free module F1. Our choice is the term over position up ordering.
We illustrate with an example. The last column of M2 can be written as a linear
combination of terms as¨
˝ x1 ` x2´x1 ´ x3
x2 ´ x3
˛
‚“ ´
¨
˝ 0x1
0
˛
‚`
¨
˝x10
0
˛
‚`
¨
˝ 00
x2
˛
‚`
¨
˝x20
0
˛
‚´
¨
˝ 00
x3
˛
‚´
¨
˝ 0x3
0
˛
‚.
The terms on the right hand side of the equality are in decreasing order from left
to right, the first one being the leading term. To compare two terms, we compare
their non zero entries using the degree reverse lexicographic order. If the non zero
entry is the same, then we compare their position within the column; the one closer
to the bottom wins. Equivalently, we could say G2 is obtained fromM2 by applying
the change of basis given by the matrix
C2 “
¨
˝ 1 0 1´1 1 0
1 0 0
˛
‚
in the domain F2. Notice that the basis for the codomain F1 has not changed, thus
we can still think of the weights p0, 0, 1q, p0, 1, 0q, p1, 0, 0q being attached to the rows
of G2. To propagate weights along the map G2 we proceed as follows. First we
identify the leading term of each column of G2:¨
˝x2 x1 00 0 x1
0 0 0
˛
‚.
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Then we locate the non zero term in each column and add the weight attached to
its row to the weight of the term. The process gives the following weights:
p0, 0, 1q ` p0, 1, 0q “ p0, 1, 1q,
p0, 0, 1q ` p1, 0, 0q “ p1, 0, 1q,
p0, 1, 0q ` p1, 0, 0q “ p1, 1, 0q;
for example, the first line comes from the weight attached to the first row, namely
p0, 0, 1q, plus the weight p0, 1, 0q of x2. Now we can think of the weights p0, 1, 1q,
p1, 0, 1q, p1, 1, 0q as being attached to the columns of G2, so they must correspond to
some weight vectors in F2. As observed earlier, the only representation of GL3pCq
with these weights is
Ź2 C3. Therefore F2 –Ź2C3 bC Ap´2q.
Finally the process extends to the last map of the complex. The matrix of this
map, as we described it at the beginning of this section, must be expressed in the
new basis we picked for F2; this is achieved by multiplying on the left by the inverse
of C2:
M3 “ C
´1
2
¨
˝ x1 ` x3´x1 ´ x2
x1
˛
‚“
¨
˝0 0 10 1 1
1 0 ´1
˛
‚
¨
˝ x1 ` x3´x1 ´ x2
x1
˛
‚“
¨
˝ x1´x2
x3
˛
‚.
Now the image of M3 is generated by a single column, so a Gro¨bner basis is given
by G3 “M3 itself. Its leading term is the column:¨
˝x10
0
˛
‚.
From our previous step, we know the weight attached to the first row is the same as
the weight that was attached to the first column of G2, namely p0, 1, 1q. By adding
this weight to the weight of x1, we obtain:
p0, 1, 1q ` p1, 0, 0q “ p1, 1, 1q.
Thus the weight p1, 1, 1q is attached to the column of G3 and corresponds to a
weight vector of F3. The unique representation of GL3pCq with weight p1, 1, 1q isŹ3
C3. Therefore F3 –
Ź3
C3 bC Ap´3q.
As you see, this process allowed us to propagate weights along the maps in a
minimal free resolution which enabled us to identify each free module as a group
representation. What makes these kind of weight computations feasible? We de-
velop the theory of weight propagation in section 3. Here we state our main result
in loose terms.
Theorem (Informal statement of theorem 3.2.2). Consider a matrix M such as
those appearing in a minimal free resolution of an A-module and assume this matrix
is compatible with the action of the group T . If each row ofM comes with a weight
attached to it, then, after a suitable change of basis in the domain of M , we can
attach a weight to each column of the matrix using the following recipe:
weight of column c “
“ weight of row containing the leading term of c`
` weight of the leading term of c.
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Moreover, the weights found this way completely describe the domain of M as a
representation of T .
The procedure can be carried out by a computer and will be codified into an
algorithm in section 4.3.
2. Basic notions and notations
We begin by recalling some concepts from commutative algebra (§2.1) and rep-
resentation theory (§2.2). In sections 2.3 and 2.4, we illustrate some interactions
and establish a few basic facts that will be used throughout this work.
2.1. Commutative algebra. Our main source for (computational) commutative
algebra are [KR00, KR05]. Most of our notations are lifted from those volumes,
with some minor additions that we introduce below, and many facts we cite can be
found there. Additional facts we may refer to can be found in [BH93].
Let K be a field. Fix a polynomial ring A “ Krx1, . . . , xns with a positive
Zm-grading in the sense of [KR05, Defin. 4.2.4]. This means that:
‚ the degree of each variable xi is a non zero vector in Z
m and its first non zero
component is positive;
‚ when the degrees of the variables are written as column vectors and arranged
in a matrix, the rows of such a matrix are linearly independent.
Example 2.1.1. Consider the polynomial ring A “ Crx, ys with the standard
grading. Each variable has degree 1 and the degrees can be arranged in a matrix`
1 1
˘
with a single row. Hence the standard grading is a positive grading.
Now suppose x has degree p1, 0q and y has degree p0, 1q. Both degrees satisfy
the first requirement and they give rise to the matrixˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
whose rows are linearly independent. Hence this is also a positive grading.
One important consequence of positive gradings is that for every finitely gen-
erated graded A-module M and @d P Zm, the graded component Md is a finite
dimensional K-vector space [KR05, Prop. 4.1.19]. All A-modules we consider are
finitely generated and graded.
Every free A-module F has a basis F “ tf1, . . . , fsu consisting (necessarily) of
homogeneous elements. In order to distinguish the set F from the basis of a K-
vector subspace of F , we refer to it as a ‘homogeneous basis’. Kreuzer and Robbiano
denote Tnxf1, . . . , fsy the set of all terms tfi in F , where t P T
n is a term in A;
we use TnxFy to denote the same set. At times, we may need to use more than
one homogeneous basis of the same free module F ; because of this, we denote the
support of an element f P F by SuppFpfq, with an explicit dependence on the
homogeneous basis used.
Example 2.1.2. Let A “ Crx, ys and consider the free A-module F “ A4, with
homogeneous basis f1 “ p1, 0, 0, 0q, f2 “ p0, 1, 0, 0q, f3 “ p0, 0, 1, 0q, f4 “ p0, 0, 0, 1q
(the coordinate basis). We set F “ tf1, f2, f3, f4u. Consider the element of F
defined by
f “ yf1 ` xf2 ` xf3 ` yf4.
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The right hand side shows how f is written as a linear combination of terms in
T4xFy. It follows that SuppF pfq “ tyf1, xf2, xf3, yf4u. Consider now the homoge-
neous basis F 1 “ tf 11, f
1
2, f
1
3, f
1
4u of F defined by f
1
1 “ f1` f4, f
1
2 “ f2` f3, f
1
3 “ f3,
f 14 “ f4. Then
f “ yf 11 ` xf
1
2
and SuppF 1pfq “ tyf
1
1, xf
1
2u.
Definition 2.1.3. Let σ denote a term ordering on Tn. Let F be a free A-module
and F “ tf1, . . . , fsu a homogeneous basis of F . We define some module term
orderings on TnxFy as follows. For t1, t2 P T
n and i, j P t1, . . . , su,
‚ term over position up: t1fi ě t2fj ðñ t1 ąσ t2 or t1 “ t2 and i ą j;
‚ position up over term: t1fi ě t2fj ðñ i ą j or i “ j and t1 ąσ t2;
‚ term over position down: t1fi ě t2fj ðñ t1 ąσ t2 or t1 “ t2 and i ă j;
‚ position down over term: t1fi ě t2fj ðñ i ă j or i “ j and t1 ąσ t2.
We refer to the first two orderings together as position up module term orderings,
and to the last two as position down module term orderings.
Let F be a free A-module and F a homogeneous basis of F . If TnxFy is equipped
with one of the module term orderings above, then the leading term of an element
f P F is the maximum of SuppFpfq and will be denoted LTpfq.
Example 2.1.4. Consider the element f from example 2.1.2. Suppose the set of
terms of A, i.e. T4, has the degree reverse lexicographic term ordering and x ą y.
Depending on the module term ordering on T4xFy, f may have a different leading
term. In fact:
‚ if T4xFy has the term over position up ordering, then LTpfq “ xf3;
‚ if T4xFy has the position up over term ordering, then LTpfq “ yf4;
‚ if T4xFy has the term over position down ordering, then LTpfq “ xf2;
‚ if T4xFy has the position down over term ordering, then LTpfq “ yf1.
Any term ordering on Tn is allowed in what follows. The term ordering will be
fixed and so we will drop all references to it. As for module term orderings, we only
allow position up/down orderings.
In some parts of this work, we will be using the graded hom functor on the
category of graded A-modules. The definition can be found in [BH93, p. 33] and
the notation is ˚Homp´,´q.
2.2. Representation theory of tori. This section contains a brief summary of
the representation theory of tori. Our main reference on the subject is [Hum75,
§11.4, Ch. 16]. A few facts are presented in the form of propositions so that they
can be referenced later. The proofs are standard and typically present in textbooks
on the subject, therefore they will be omitted.
An algebraic torus over K is an algebraic group T which is isomorphic to Kˆ ˆ
. . . ˆ Kˆ, a finite direct product of copies of the multiplicative group of the field
K. The character group of T , denoted XpT q, is the set of all algebraic group
homomorphisms χ : T Ñ Kˆ. The set XpT q is an abelian group under pointwise
multiplication.
A representation of T over K is a vector space with a K-linear action of T .
For every finite dimensional representation V of T over K, there exists a unique
decomposition V “
À
χPXpT q Vχ, where Vχ “ tv P V | @τ P T, τ ¨ v “ χpτqvu.
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A character χ P XpT q such that Vχ ‰ 0 is called a weight of V and dimpVχq is
called the multiplicity of χ in V . The list of weights of V , considered with their
multiplicity, uniquely determines V as a representation of T . Each Vχ is called a
weight space of V and its non zero elements are called weight vectors with weight
χ.
Example 2.2.1. Let
T “
"ˆ
t1 0
0 t2
˙ˇˇˇ
ˇt1, t2 P Cˆ
*
with matrix multiplication as group operation. Then T – pCˆq2 so it is a torus.
Let V “ C2 with coordinate basis tv1, v2u. We have:ˆ
t1 0
0 t2
˙
v1 “
ˆ
t1 0
0 t2
˙ˆ
1
0
˙
“
ˆ
t1
0
˙
“ t1v1,ˆ
t1 0
0 t2
˙
v2 “
ˆ
t1 0
0 t2
˙ˆ
0
1
˙
“
ˆ
0
t2
˙
“ t2v2.
This shows v1 and v2 are both weight vectors.
Define the functions
χp1,0q : T Ñ C
ˆ,
ˆ
t1 0
0 t2
˙
ÞÑ t1,
χp0,1q : T Ñ C
ˆ,
ˆ
t1 0
0 t2
˙
ÞÑ t2.
Both functions are characters of T . Moreover, v1 is a weight vector of V with weight
χp1,0q and v2 is a weight vector of V with weight χp0,1q.
Example 2.2.2. Consider the setup of example 2.2.1 and let W “ Sym2pV q, the
second symmetric power of V . The set tv21 , v1v2, v
2
2u is a basis of W . If we take the
element
τ “
ˆ
t1 0
0 t2
˙
P T,
then we have
τ ¨ v21 “ pτ ¨ v1q
2 “ pt1v1q
2 “ t21v
2
1 ,
τ ¨ v1v2 “ pτ ¨ v1qpτ ¨ v2q “ pt1v1qpt2v2q “ t1t2v1v2,
τ ¨ v22 “ pτ ¨ v2q
2 “ pt2v2q
2 “ t22v
2
2 .
The functions
χp2,0q : T Ñ C
ˆ,
ˆ
t1 0
0 t2
˙
ÞÑ t21,
χp1,1q : T Ñ C
ˆ,
ˆ
t1 0
0 t2
˙
ÞÑ t1t2,
χp0,2q : T Ñ C
ˆ,
ˆ
t1 0
0 t2
˙
ÞÑ t22
are characters of T , and
‚ v21 is a weight vector of W with weight χp2,0q,
‚ v1v2 is a weight vector of W with weight χp1,1q,
‚ v22 is a weight vector of W with weight χp0,2q.
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If T – pKˆqn, then XpT q – Zn as abelian groups. This is important from a
computational standpoint because characters can be represented by elements of Zn,
i.e. by lists of integers. If v P V is a weight vector, we write weightpvq to identify
the weight of v as an element of Zn. When operating with weights as elements of
Zn, we use an additive notation for the group operation.
Example 2.2.3. In example 2.2.1, weightpv1q “ p1, 0q and weightpv2q “ p0, 1q. In
example 2.2.2, weightpv21q “ p2, 0q, weightpv1v2q “ p1, 1q and weightpv2q “ p0, 2q.
If V,W are two finite dimensional representations of T over K, then so is the
tensor product V bK W with the action τ ¨ pv b wq “ pτ ¨ vq b pτ ¨ wq, @v P V ,
@w PW , @τ P T .
Proposition 2.2.4. If v P V and w P W are weight vectors, then so is v b w P
V bK W and weightpv b wq “ weightpvq ` weightpwq.
Example 2.2.5. Building upon example 2.2.1, consider the representation V b V
of T . If τ denotes the element ˆ
t1 0
0 t2
˙
P T,
then
τ ¨ pv1 b v1q “ pτ ¨ v1q b pτ ¨ v1q “ pt1v1q b pt1v1q “ t
2
1pv1 b v1q,
τ ¨ pv1 b v2q “ pτ ¨ v1q b pτ ¨ v2q “ pt1v1q b pt2v2q “ t1t2pv1 b v2q,
so weightpv1 b v1q “ p2, 0q and weightpv1 b v2q “ p1, 1q. Note that
weightpv1q ` weightpv1q “ p1, 0q ` p1, 0q “ p2, 0q “ weightpv1 b v1q,
weightpv1q ` weightpv2q “ p1, 0q ` p0, 1q “ p1, 1q “ weightpv1 b v2q.
Definition 2.2.6. Let V,W be two representations of T over K. A K-linear map
ϕ : V ÑW is T -equivariant, or a map of representations of T , if @τ P T , @v P V we
have ϕpτ ¨ vq “ τ ¨ ϕpvq.
Proposition 2.2.7. Let ϕ : V Ñ W be T -equivariant. If v P V is a weight vector
and ϕpvq ‰ 0, then ϕpvq is a weight vector in W and weightpϕpvqq “ weightpvq.
Example 2.2.8. In the context of examples 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.5, introduce a map
ϕ : V b V ÝÑ Sym2pV q
vi b vj ÞÝÑ vivj .
Note that
ϕpτ ¨ pv1 b v1qq “ ϕpt
2
1pv1 b v1qq “ t
2
1ϕpv1 b v1q “
“ t21v
2
1 “ τ ¨ v
2
1 “ τ ¨ ϕpv1 b v1q,
ϕpτ ¨ pv1 b v2qq “ ϕpt1t2pv1 b v2qq “ t1t2ϕpv1 b v2q “
“ t1t2v1v2 “ τ ¨ v1v2 “ τ ¨ ϕpv1 b v2q.
A similar behavior holds for v2 b v1 and v2 b v2, so the map ϕ is T -equivariant.
Moreover,
weightpv1 b v1q “ p2, 0q “ weightpv
2
1q,
weightpv1 b v2q “ p1, 1q “ weightpv1v2q,
and similarly for the other basis vectors.
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If V is a representation of T , then the dual (or contragredient) representation is
the vector space V ˚ :“ HomKpV,Kq. An element τ P T acts on V
˚ by rτ ¨ f spvq “
fpτ´1 ¨ vq, @f P V ˚, @v P V .
Proposition 2.2.9. Let V be a finite dimensional representation of T with a basis
of weight vectors tv1, . . . , vru. Then the dual basis tv
˚
1
, . . . , v˚r u of V
˚ is a basis of
weight vectors and weightpv˚i q “ ´weightpviq, @i P t1, . . . , ru.
Example 2.2.10. Using the setup of example 2.2.1, consider the representation
V ˚ and the dual basis tv˚
1
, v˚
2
u. We have
pτ ¨ v˚1 qpv1q “ v
˚
1 pτ
´1 ¨ v1q “ v
˚
1 pt
´1
1
v1q “ t
´1
1
,
pτ ¨ v˚1 qpv2q “ v
˚
1 pτ
´1 ¨ v2q “ v
˚
1 pt
´1
2
v2q “ 0.
Thus τ ¨ v˚
1
“ t´1
1
v˚
1
and therefore
weightpv˚1 q “ p´1, 0q “ ´weightpv1q.
Similarly τ ¨ v˚
2
“ t´1
2
v˚
2
and
weightpv˚2 q “ p0,´1q “ ´weightpv2q.
2.3. Compatible actions of tori on rings and modules. Let M be an A-
module.
Definition 2.3.1. A K-linear action of T onM is compatible with grading if @τ P T ,
@d P Zm we have τ ¨Md ĎMd.
Definition 2.3.2. A K-linear action of T on M is compatible with multiplication
if @d, d1 P Zm the map induced by multiplication on Ad bK Md1 Ñ Md`d1 is T -
equivariant. In other words @τ P T , @a P Ad, @m P Md1 we have τ ¨ pamq “
pτ ¨ aqpτ ¨mq.
All actions we consider are compatible with grading and multiplication. Indeed
we can introduce the category modýT A with
‚ objects: all finitely generated graded A-modules with a K-linear action of T
compatible with grading and multiplication;
‚ maps: all homogeneous A-linear T -equivariant maps,
and work in this category unless otherwise stated.
Remark 2.3.3. For any group G with a K-linear action on A that is compatible
with grading and multiplication, we could similarly define a category modýGA.
A homogeneous polynomial p P A of degree d P Zm is said to be a weight vector
if it is a weight vector in Ad. We always assume that all variables in A are weight
vectors, which can always be obtained up to a linear change of variables in A.
Proposition 2.3.4. If each xi P A is a weight vector, then every term t P T
n is a
weight vector of A. Moreover, if t “ xα1
1
. . . xαnn , then
weightptq “
nÿ
i“1
αiweightpxiq.
Proof. Suppose the variable xi has degree di P Z
m. The degree of t is d “
řn
i“1 αidi.
The map induced by multiplication on
Abα1d1 bK . . .bK A
bαn
dn
ÝÑ Ad
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is T -equivariant because the action of T on A is compatible with multiplication.
By proposition 2.2.7, t is a weight vector in Ad because it is the image of a tensor
product of weight vectors under the map above. Then the formula for weightptq
follows from propositions 2.2.7 and 2.2.4. 
The previous proposition implies that every graded component Ad of A has a
basis of weight vectors consisting of all terms of degree d, i.e. the elements of the
set Tn X Ad. Moreover, if χ is a weight of Ad, then the weight space pAdqχ has
a basis of weight vectors consisting of all terms of degree d and weight χ, i.e. the
elements of the set Tn X pAdqχ.
Example 2.3.5. Let V “ C3 and G “ GLpV q. Let A “ SympV q, the symmetric
algebra over V ; A is a Z-graded C-algebra with graded components Ad “ Sym
dpV q
given by the symmetric powers of V . The group G has a natural C-linear action
on each component SymdpV q which is compatible with multiplication.
By choosing a basis tv1, v2, v3u of V , we can identify G with GL3pCq. If T
denotes the maximal torus of G corresponding to diagonal matrices in GL3pCq,
then the elements v1, v2, v3 form a basis of weight vectors of V . Denoting x1, x2, x3
the elements v1, v2, v3 P Sym
1pV q “ V , we can also identify A with the standard
graded polynomial ring Crx1, x2, x3s. For g P G and x
α1
1
xα2
2
xα3
3
a term in A, the
action of G is determined by
g ¨ xα1
1
xα2
2
xα3
3
“ pg ¨ x1q
α1pg ¨ x2q
α2pg ¨ x3q
α3 .
Moreover, the term xα1
1
xα2
2
xα3
3
is a weight vector with weight pα1, α2, α3q P Z
3. In
particular, the variables x1, x2, x3 have weight p1, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0q and p0, 0, 1q.
Proposition 2.3.6. If p P Ad is a weight vector, then @t P Suppppq we have
weightptq “ weightppq.
Proof. Using the basis of terms of Ad, we can write
p “
ÿ
tPTnXAd
ctt.
Suppose p has weight χ, so that p P pAdqχ. If t P Suppppq, then ct ‰ 0; this forces
t P pAdqχ, otherwise we would have p R pAdqχ. 
Example 2.3.7. Let A “ Crx1, x2, x3s with the standard grading. Let T “ C
ˆ
act on A by setting, @t P T , @p P A,
t ¨ ppx1, x2, x3q :“ pptx1, tx2, tx3q.
If p P A is homogeneous of degree d, then t ¨ p “ tdp, i.e. p is a weight vector of
weight d. By proposition 2.3.6, all terms in the support of p must be weight vectors
of the same degree. This is clear since all terms in the support of p have degree d.
Let M be an object in modýT A. A homogeneous element m P M of degree d
is a weight vector if it is a weight vector in Md. Let m be the maximal ideal of A
generated by the variables x1, . . . , xn. The quotient M{mM is a finite dimensional
graded K-vector space with the action τ ¨ pm ` mMq “ pτ ¨ mq ` mM , @m P M ,
@τ P T . Moreover, it is an object in modýT A. Observe that if m is a weight vector
in M and m`mM is non zero, then m`mM is a weight vector in M{mM .
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Example 2.3.8. In the setting of example 2.3.5, the ideal m “ px1, x2, x3q and
the quotient A{m are examples of modules in modýT A. From the point of view of
representation theory, m is generated by a copy of V in degree 1, whereas A{m is
the trivial representation of G in degree 0.
If M,N are objects in modýT A, there is a natural action of T on HomApM,Nq
given by rτ ¨ ψspmq :“ ψpτ´1 ¨ mq, @τ P T , @ψ P HomApM,Nq, @m P M . This
action restricts to ˚HomApM,Nq as we will illustrate in the next result.
Proposition 2.3.9. LetN be an object of modýT A. The restriction of the functor
˚HomAp´, Nq to modýT A is an endofunctor on modýT A.
Proof. We must show that applying ˚HomAp´, Nq to an object or morphism
in modýT A will land us again in modýT A. We do this in three steps. Let
M,M1,M2, N be objects in modýT A and ϕ : M1 ÑM2 a morphism in modýT A.
Recall that the graded component of ˚HomApM,Nq of degree d P Z
m is
HomdpM,Nq “ tψ P HomApM,Nq | @d
1 P Zm, ψpMd1q Ď Nd`d1u.
Claim 1: The action of T on HomApM,Nq restricts to HomdpM,Nq, for all
d P Zm, i.e. the action of T on ˚HomApM,Nq is compatible with the grading.
For all d1 P Zm, τ P T , and ψ P HomdpM,Nq, we have that
rτ ¨ ψspMd1q “ ψpτ
´1 ¨Md1q Ď ψpMd1q Ď Nd`d1
because the action of T on M is compatible with the grading. This shows τ ¨ ψ P
HomdpM,Nq.
Claim 2: The action of T on ˚HomApM,Nq is compatible with multiplication.
Let d, d1 P Zm be arbitrary degrees. For all τ P T , a P Ad, ψ P Homd1pM,Nq and
m PM , we get
rτ ¨ paψqspmq “ aψpτ´1 ¨mq “ ψpapτ´1 ¨mqq “ ψpτ´1 ¨ ppτ ¨ aqmqq “
“ rτ ¨ ψsppτ ¨ aqmq “ pτ ¨ aqrτ ¨ ψspmq “ rpτ ¨ aqpτ ¨ ψqspmq
because the action of T on M is compatible with multiplication. This shows that
τ ¨ paψq “ pτ ¨ aqpτ ¨ ψq.
Claim 3: The map ˚HomApϕ,Nq :
˚HomApM2, Nq Ñ
˚HomApM1, Nq is T -
equivariant.
For simplicity denote ˚HomApϕ,Nq by ϕ
˚. For all τ P T , ψ P ˚HomApM2, Nq
and m PM1, we obtain
rϕ˚pτ ¨ ψqspmq “ pτ ¨ ψqpϕpmqq “ ψpτ´1 ¨ ϕpmqq “
ψpϕpτ´1 ¨mqq “ rϕ˚pψqspτ´1 ¨mq “ rτ ¨ ϕ˚pψqspmq
because ϕ is T -equivariant. This shows ϕ˚pτ ¨ ψq “ τ ¨ ϕ˚pψq.

We are interested in applying the functor ˚HomAp´, Nq when N “ A.
Definition 2.3.10. For an object M in modýT A, we set M
_ :“ ˚HomApM,Aq
and call it the dual of M in modýT A. For a morphism ϕ : M1 ÑM2 in modýT A,
we set ϕ_ :“ ˚HomApϕ,Aq and call it the dual of ϕ in modýT A.
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2.4. Free modules. In the category of finitely generated Zm-graded A-modules,
every free module has the form à
dPZm
Ap´dqβd ,
where βd P N @d P Z
m, and only finitely many βd are non zero. Here Ap´dq
denotes a free module of rank one generated in degree d, i.e. with its generator 1A
artificially shifted to degree d. In modýT A, for the same choice of natural numbers
βd, there may be more than one isomorphism class of free modules depending on
how T acts on a homogeneous basis of the free module.
Let V be a finite dimensional Zm-graded representation of T , i.e. a finite di-
mensional Zm-graded K-vector space with a K-linear action of T that is compatible
with the grading. The K-vector space V bK A is naturally graded by
pV bK Aqd :“
à
d1`d2“d
Vd1 bK Ad2 .
Then V bKA becomes a graded A-module with multiplication given by apvb bq :“
vb pabq, @a, b P A, @v P V . The usual action of T on the tensor product V bK A is
compatible with grading and multiplication so V bK A is an object in modýT A.
Example 2.4.1. Using the setup of example 2.3.5, for each integer i P Z we
have a different one dimensional free module in modýT A that is generated in
degree d P Z. These modules are given by p
Ź3
V qbi bC Ap´dq, if i ě 0, and by
p
Ź3
V ˚qb´i bC Ap´dq, if i ă 0.
Definition 2.4.2. A free module in modýT A is an object which is isomorphic to
V bK A for some finite dimensional graded representation V of T .
The rank of V bK A is dimK V . If dimK Vd “ βd, then
V bK A –
à
dPZm
Ap´dqβd ,
as graded A-modules (disregarding the action of T ).
Proposition 2.4.3. If F is a free module in modýT A, then F – pF {mF q bK A.
Proof. By definition of free module, DV , finite dimensional graded representation
of T , such that F – V bK A. Notice that
F {mF – F bA pA{mq – pV bK Aq bA pA{mq –
– V bK pAbA pA{mqq – V bK pA{mq – V bK K – V
where each step holds as isomorphism of graded representations of T . Therefore
F – pF {mF q bK A. 
By the previous proposition, Fd is isomorphic to
À
d1`d2“dpF {mF qd1 bK Ad2 as
a representation of T . Recall that Ad2 has a basis of weight vectors consisting of
all terms of degree d2, so its weights can be recovered using proposition 2.3.4. The
weights in a tensor product can be obtained via proposition 2.2.4. Thus the weights
of Fd can be described, for any degree d P Z
m, as long as the weights in F {mF are
known.
Let F be a free module of rank s in modýT A. A homogeneous basis of weight
vectors of F is a homogeneous basis F˜ “ tf˜1, . . . , f˜su of F such that each f˜j is
a weight vector of F . We adopt the convention of decorating homogeneous bases
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of weight vectors and their elements with a tilde. Notice that the residue classes
f˜1`mF, . . . , f˜s`mF form a basis of weight vectors of F {mF and weightpf˜j`mF q “
weightpf˜jq.
As for graded A-modules, we can introduce a graded Hom functor ˚HomKp´,´q
in the category of graded K-vector spaces (or graded representations of T ). The
dual of a graded K-vector space (or representation of T ) V is V ˚ :“ ˚HomKpV,Kq.
This construction allows us to identify the dual of a free object in modýT A.
Remark 2.4.4. Observe that for every gradedK-vector space V and degree d P Zm,
pV ˚qd “ HomKpV´d,Kq.
Proposition 2.4.5. If F is a free module in modýT A, then F
_ – pF {mF q˚bKA.
Proof. The thesis follows from the following chain of isomorphisms in modýT A:
F_ – ˚HomApF,Aq –
˚HomAppF {mF q bK A,Aq –
– ˚HomApA,
˚HomKpF {mF,Aqq –
˚HomKpF {mF,Aq – pF {mF q
˚ bK A.

Example 2.4.6. Let us consider again free modules as in example 2.4.1. If
F “
Ź3
V bC Ap´dq, then F {mF –
Ź3
V (cf. proposition 2.4.3). Furthermore,
pF {mF q˚ –
Ź3
V ˚ and therefore F_ –
Ź3
V ˚ bC Apdq (cf. proposition 2.4.5).
Remark 2.4.7. The proofs of proposition 2.4.3 and 2.4.5 use standard isomor-
phisms, like associativity of the tensor product or adjunction of Hom and tensor
product. Since those isomorphisms hold in the categories of graded A-modules and
representations of T , they immediately transfer to modýT A.
For every free module V bKA in modýT A, there is a natural injection of graded
representations of T , iV : V Ñ V bK A sending v to v b 1A. Free modules in
modýT A satisfy the following universal property.
Proposition 2.4.8. Let V be a finite dimensional graded representation of T . For
every module M in modýT A and any homogeneous map ψˆ : V Ñ M of graded
representations of T , there exists a unique morphism ψ : V bKAÑM in modýT A
such that ψˆ “ ψ ˝ iV .
Proof. Consider the map
V ˆA ÝÑM
pv, aq ÞÝÑ aψˆpvq.
This map is obviously K-bilinear so it induces a K-linear map ψ : V bK A Ñ M ,
which clearly satisfies ψˆ “ ψ˝ iV . The proof that ψ is an equivariant map of graded
A-modules is straightforward and we leave it to the reader. 
Proposition 2.4.9. Every object M in modýT A admits a finite minimal free
resolution in modýT A, i.e. an exact complex
0Ñ Fn
dnÝÑ Fn´1 Ñ . . .Ñ F1
d1ÝÑ F0
d0ÝÑM Ñ 0
of maps and modules in modýT A, such that each Fi is free.
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Proof. Consider the projection π : M Ñ M{mM . As a map of graded representa-
tions of T , π admits a section, i.e. a map dˆ0 : M{mM Ñ M such that π ˝ dˆ0 “
idM{mM . By the universal property of free modules in modýT A (prop. 2.4.8),
there exists a unique map d0 : pM{mMq bK A Ñ M such that dˆ0 “ d0 ˝ iM{mM .
Set F0 :“ pM{mMq bK A. Observe that d0 maps a homogeneous basis of F0 to a
minimal generating set of M , which makes d0 surjective.
Now suppose that all maps and modules in the complex have been constructed
up to a certain index i ě 0. To obtain di`1 : Fi`1 Ñ Fi, let Mi :“ ker di and
repeat the previous construction using Mi instead of M . As a result, di`1 will
map a homogeneous basis of Fi`1 to a minimal generating set of Mi, guaranteeing
exactness of the complex.
Notice that this construction will produce a complex F‚ that is also a minimal
free resolution of M in the category of finitely generated graded A-modules, hence
the process stops when i ą n. 
Since minimal free resolutions are unique up to isomorphisms of complexes, we
can reinterpret the result of proposition 2.4.9 by saying that any minimal free
resolution of M as an A-module carries an action of T that commutes with the
differentials.
Remark 2.4.10. Proposition 2.4.9 holds in modýGA for other groupsG, as long as
the category of finite dimensional graded representations of G over K is semisimple.
This guarantees the existence of sections used in the proof.
Example 2.4.11. Continuing example 2.3.5, we look at the complex of free mod-
ules in modýGA given by
0Ñ
3ľ
V bC Ap´3q
d3ÝÑ
2ľ
V bC Ap´2q
d2ÝÑ V bC Ap´1q
d1ÝÑ A
where the maps are defined as follows:
dj :
jľ
V bC Ap´jq ÝÑ
j´1ľ
V bC Ap´j ` 1q
vi1 ^ . . .^ vij ÞÝÑ
jÿ
k“1
p´1qk`1xkvi1 ^ . . .^ vik´1 ^ vik`1 . . .^ vij .
This is in fact the Koszul complex K‚px1, x2, x3q on the variables of A, which is
a minimal free resolution of A{m [BH93, Cor. 1.6.14]. The action of G on each
free module is dictated by the exterior powers of V . The differential dj maps the
generators of
Źj
V bC Ap´jq, which live in degree j, into
Źj´1
V bC A1. Notice
that A1 “ V so
j´1ľ
V bC A1 –
jľ
V ‘ Sp2,1j´2qV,
where Sp2,1j´2q denotes a Schur functor [Wey03, §2.1] and both summands on the
right hand side are irreducible representations of G. Such a decomposition can
be obtained using Pieri’s formula [Wey03, Cor. 2.3.5]. By Schur’s lemma [Lan02,
Ch. XVII, Prop. 1.1], we deduce there is a unique G-equivariant map dj up to
multiplication by a scalar. This map can be described as the diagonal map between
exterior powers [Wey03, p. 3].
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3. Propagating weights
This section contains a detailed description of how the weights for the action of
a torus propagate along an equivariant map of free modules. We build gradually
towards a fairly general result by first examining the case of maps expressed with
respect to bases of weight vectors for the domain and codomain (§3.1). The main
theorem is presented in section 3.2.
3.1. Bases of weight vectors. Suppose ϕ : E Ñ F is a map of free modules
in modýT A. Assume E has rank r and a homogeneous basis of weight vectors
E˜ “ te˜1, . . . , e˜ru, and that F has rank s and a homogeneous basis of weight
vectors F˜ “ tf˜1, . . . , f˜su. The goal of this section is to explain how to recover
weightpe˜1q, . . . ,weightpe˜rq if we assume that weightpf˜1q, . . . ,weightpf˜sq are known.
This will provide a complete list of weights of E and hence it will identify E as a
representation of T .
Proposition 3.1.1. Let ϕ : E Ñ F be a map of free modules in modýT A. Let
e˜ P E be a homogeneous weight vector and assume ϕpe˜q ‰ 0. If ϕpe˜q “
řs
j“1 pj f˜j
for some homogeneous polynomials p1, . . . , ps P A, then each non zero pj is a weight
vector in A and
weightpe˜q “ weightppjq ` weightpf˜jq.
Proof. By proposition 2.2.7, ϕpe˜q is a weight vector and weightpe˜q “ weightpϕpe˜qq.
Suppose e˜ has weight χ P XpT q and @j P t1, . . . , su, f˜j has weight χi P XpT q. Then
@τ P T
τ ¨ ϕpe˜q “ ϕpτ ¨ e˜q “ ϕpχpτqe˜q “ χpτqϕpe˜q “
sÿ
j“1
pχpτqpjqf˜j
and, at the same time,
τ ¨ ϕpe˜q “
sÿ
j“1
pτ ¨ pjqpτ ¨ f˜jq “
sÿ
j“1
pτ ¨ pjqpχjpτqf˜jq.
Because F˜ is a homogeneous basis of F , we deduce that χjpτqpτ ¨ pjq “ χpτqpj so
τ ¨ pj “ χpτqχjpτq
´1pj “ χχ
´1
j pτqpj
@j P t1, . . . , su. This implies that each non zero pj is a weight vector with weight
χχ´1j . Additively, we may write weightppjq “ weightpe˜q ´ weightpf˜jq which gives
the equality in the thesis. 
Corollary 3.1.2. If tˆf˜ˆ P SuppF˜pϕpe˜qq, then
weightpe˜q “ weightptˆq ` weightpf˜ˆq.
Proof. If ϕpe˜q “
řs
j“1 pj f˜j, the hypothesis implies tˆ P Suppppˆq; in particular,
pˆ ‰ 0 so that ϕpe˜q ‰ 0 as well. By the previous proposition, pˆ is a weight vector
and weightppˆq “ weightptˆq by proposition 2.3.6. The thesis follows using the weight
equality in the previous proposition. 
When applying corollary 3.1.2, any term tˆf˜ˆ P SuppF˜ pϕpe˜qq may be used. In a
computational setting, the natural choice of term is LTpϕpe˜qq, the leading term of
ϕpe˜q in a module term ordering on TnxF˜y.
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If ϕpe˜q “ 0, then we cannot recover the weight of e˜ using the map ϕ. Indeed, if
we expect to use ϕ to extract information about weight vectors of E, then ϕ should
preserve such information.
Definition 3.1.3. Let ϕ : E Ñ F be a map of free modules in modýT A and let
E “ te1, . . . , eru be a homogeneous basis of E. The map ϕ is called minimal if
ϕpe1q, . . . , ϕperq are minimal generators of imϕ.
It is clear that the definition above does not depend on the choice of homogeneous
basis of E. As we will see from the next proposition, the notion of minimal map is
well suited to preserve information on weight vectors.
Proposition 3.1.4. Let ϕ : E Ñ F be a map of free modules in modýT A. Let
E “ te1, . . . , eru be a homogeneous basis of E and let xEyK denote the K-vector
subspace of E generated by the elements of E .
I. If ϕ is minimal, then the restriction of ϕ to xEyK is injective.
II. If E is generated in a single degree and the restriction of ϕ to xEyK is injective,
then ϕ is minimal.
Proof. It is obvious that ϕpe1q, . . . , ϕperq generate imϕ. Then the graded version of
Nakayama’s lemma [KR05, Prop. 4.1.22] implies that ϕpe1q, . . . , ϕperq are minimal
generators of imϕ if and only if the residue classes ϕpe1q`m imϕ, . . . , ϕperq`m imϕ
are linearly independent in imϕ{m imϕ.
For the proof of I, assume ϕ is minimal. If c1, . . . , cr P K, then:
ϕ
˜
rÿ
i“1
ciei
¸
“ 0 ùñ
rÿ
i“1
ciϕpeiq “ 0 ùñ
ùñ
rÿ
i“1
ciϕpeiq P m imϕ ùñ
rÿ
i“1
cirϕ peiq `m imϕs “ m imϕ.
By our preliminary observation, ϕpe1q ` m imϕ, . . . , ϕperq ` m imϕ are linearly
independent in imϕ{m imϕ. This implies @i P t1, . . . , ru ci “ 0, which shows the
restriction of ϕ to xEyK is injective.
For the proof of II, assume E is generated in degree d P Zm and the restriction
of ϕ to xEyK is injective. If c1, . . . , cr P K, then:
rÿ
i“1
cirϕ peiq `m imϕs “ m imϕ ùñ
rÿ
i“1
ciϕpeiq P m imϕ.
Note that the coefficients ci have degree zero; however multiplying elements of imϕ
by coefficients in m increases the degree. Since all elements ϕpe1q, . . . , ϕperq have
degree d, the only possible way
řr
i“1 ciϕpeiq P m imϕ is if it is zero. Now
rÿ
i“1
ciϕpeiq “ 0 ùñ ϕ
˜
rÿ
i“1
ciei
¸
“ 0;
thus @i P t1, . . . , ru ci “ 0 because ϕ restricted to xEyK is injective. This shows
ϕpe1q ` m imϕ, . . . , ϕperq `m imϕ are linearly independent in imϕ{m imϕ. Using
our preliminary considerations, we deduce ϕpe1q, . . . , ϕperq are minimal generators
of imϕ, and therefore ϕ is minimal. 
Remark 3.1.5. The differentials in a minimal free resolution are minimal maps
by construction.
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The ideas of this subsection are summarized in the following result.
Proposition 3.1.6. Let ϕ : E Ñ F be a minimal map of free modules in modýT A.
Let F˜ “ tf˜1, . . . , f˜su be a homogeneous basis of weight vectors of F and assume
that TnxF˜y is equipped with a module term ordering. If E˜ “ te˜1, . . . , e˜ru is a
homogeneous basis of weight vectors of E, then @i P t1, . . . , ru
‚ LTpϕpe˜iqq is a weight vector of F and weightpLTpϕpe˜iqqq “ weightpe˜iq;
‚ if LTpϕpe˜iqq “ tˆf˜ˆ, for some term tˆf˜ˆ P T
nxF˜y, then
weightpe˜iq “ weightptˆq ` weightpf˜ˆq.
If ϕ is provided as a matrix written with respect to E˜ and F˜ , then this proposition
gives a concrete method to obtain a complete list of weights of E using ϕ.
Example 3.1.7. We resume the discussion of our running example from section 2
and we look at the resolution from example 2.4.11. The free module Fj “
Źj
V bC
Ap´jq has a homogeneous basis of weight vectors
F˜j “ tvi1 ^ . . .^ vij b 1A | 1 ď i1 ă . . . ă ij ď 3u,
where tv1, v2, v3u is the coordinate basis of V “ C
3. Since the weights of v1, v2, v3
are ω1 “ p1, 0, 0q, ω2 “ p0, 1, 0q, ω3 “ p0, 0, 1q respectively, then
weightpvi1 ^ . . .^ vij b 1Aq “ ωi1 ` . . .` ωij .
We will show how to obtain the same weights using proposition 3.1.6.
Using the homogeneous bases F˜j, the maps of the Koszul complex can be written
in matrix form:
0Ñ F3
ˆ x3
´x2
x1
˙
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ F2
˜
´x2 ´x3 0
x1 0 ´x3
0 x1 x2
¸
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ F1
p x1 x2 x3 q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ F0
Assume A is endowed with a lexicographic term ordering such that x1 ą x2 ą x3
and the modules Fj are equipped with the term over position up module term
ordering. Notice that F0 “ A and that G acts trivially on its basis element 1A.
Therefore:
LTpd1pv1 b 1Aqq “ x11A ñ weightpv1 b 1Aq “ p1, 0, 0q,
LTpd1pv2 b 1Aqq “ x21A ñ weightpv2 b 1Aq “ p0, 1, 0q,
LTpd1pv3 b 1Aqq “ x31A ñ weightpv3 b 1Aq “ p0, 0, 1q.
Knowing the weights of the elements in F˜1, we can proceed with the map d2:
LTpd2pv1 ^ v2 b 1Aqq “ x1v2 b 1A ñ
ñ weightpv1 ^ v2 b 1Aq “ p1, 0, 0q ` p0, 1, 0q “ p1, 1, 0q,
LTpd2pv1 ^ v3 b 1Aqq “ x1v3 b 1A ñ
ñ weightpv1 ^ v3 b 1Aq “ p1, 0, 0q ` p0, 0, 1q “ p1, 0, 1q,
LTpd2pv2 ^ v3 b 1Aqq “ x2v3 b 1A ñ
ñ weightpv2 ^ v3 b 1Aq “ p0, 1, 0q ` p0, 0, 1q “ p0, 1, 1q.
Finally the map d3:
LTpd3pv1 ^ v2 ^ v3 b 1Aqq “ x1v2 ^ v3 b 1A ñ
ñ weightpv1 ^ v2 ^ v3 b 1Aq “ p1, 0, 0q ` p0, 1, 1q “ p1, 1, 1q.
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The weights we found can be used to identify each module Fj with
Źj
V bCAp´jq.
3.2. The general case. In general, we cannot expect every map ϕ : E Ñ F of free
modules in modýT A to be written with respect to homogeneous bases of weight
vectors. Nevertheless, under reasonable assumptions, it is still possible to recover
the weights of E using the weights of F and the map ϕ.
Example 3.2.1. To illustrate an issue that can occur, we write the matrix of the
map d2 from example 2.4.11 with respect to the following homogeneous basis of F2
tpv1 ^ v2 ´ v1 ^ v3q b 1A, pv1 ^ v2 ` v1 ^ v3q b 1A, pv1 ^ v3 ` v2 ^ v3q b 1Au,
which is created using linear combinations of elements in the homogeneous basis
F˜2 from example 3.1.7. The matrix looks like this:¨
˝´x2 ` x3 ´x2 ´ x3 ´x3x1 x1 ´x3
´x1 x1 x1 ` x2
˛
‚.
Observe that all columns have leading term x1v3 b 1A. If we proceed to calculate
weights as indicated in proposition 3.1.6, we will obtain the weight p1, 0, 1q three
times, which does not fit the representation
Ź2
V .
The situation presented in the example above is somewhat artificial, however
it highlights the following fact: unless we are working with homogeneous bases
of weight vectors, we are not guaranteed to obtain meaningful lists of weights.
The issue is especially relevant in the case of free resolutions constructed using
computational techniques. In fact, many algorithms that compute free resolutions
express the matrices of the differentials with respect to homogeneous bases that do
not, typically, consist of weight vectors.
We adopt the notation of [Lan02, p. 503] for the matrix of a map of free modules.
Let ϕ : E Ñ F be a map of free modules; let E “ te1, . . . , eru and F “ tf1, . . . , fsu
be homogeneous bases of E and F respectively. If ϕpejq “
řs
i“1 ai,jfi, then
ME
F
pϕq “ pai,jq is the matrix of ϕ with respect to E and F . If F and F
1 are
homogeneous bases of a free module F , then MF
F 1
pidF q is the matrix of the change
of basis from F to F 1.
Here is our main result.
Theorem 3.2.2. Let ϕ : E Ñ F be a minimal map of free modules in modýT A.
Suppose that:
H1. F “ tf1, . . . , fsu is a homogeneous basis of F and T
nxFy is equipped with
a position up module term ordering;
H2. F admits a homogeneous basis of weight vectors F˜ “ tf˜1, . . . , f˜su such that
MF
F˜
pidF q is upper triangular;
H3. E admits a homogeneous basis E “ te1, . . . , eru such that
LTpϕpe1qq ă . . . ă LTpϕperqq
in TnxFy.
Then:
T1. E admits a homogeneous basis of weight vectors E˜ “ te˜1, . . . , e˜ru such that
ME
E˜
pidEq is upper triangular;
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T2. if LTpϕpeiqq “ tˆfˆ, for some tˆfˆ P T
nxFy, then
weightpe˜iq “ weightptˆq ` weightpf˜ˆq.
In essence, the theorem says the weights of E can be recovered using the map ϕ
and a homogeneous basis E of E as in H3. This basis is connected to a homogeneous
basis of weight vectors of E by a triangular change of basis, as long as a similar
property holds for suitable bases of F . While it may seem that the hypotheses of
the theorem are quite restrictive, they are easily met in general enough settings
where we wish to apply our algorithm.
We postpone the proof of theorem 3.2.2 to §3.3.
Example 3.2.3. Similarly to example 3.2.1, we write the matrix of the map d2
from example 2.4.11 with respect to the following homogeneous basis of F2
tv2 ^ v3 b 1A, v1 ^ v2 b 1A, pv1 ^ v2 ` v1 ^ v3q b 1Au.
We get the following matrix:¨
˝ 0 ´x2 ´x2 ´ x3´x3 x1 x1
x2 0 x1
˛
‚.
Now the columns have the same leading terms as the matrix for d2 that was written
in example 3.1.7, although permuted to form an increasing sequence. Since the
homogeneous basis F˜1 used for F1 consists of weight vectors and the module term
ordering used is position up, the hypotheses of theorem 3.2.2 are satisfied. The
calculation for the weights of F2 proceeds as in example 3.1.7, thus we obtain
meaningful weights even though the homogeneous basis we are using for F2 does
not consist of weight vectors. The change of basis from this homogeneous basis to
F˜2 is given by the matrix ¨
˝1 ´1 00 1 0
0 0 1
˛
‚.
which is upper triangular.
For another example of theorem 3.2.2 in action, we point the reader to example
4.1.1 which recasts the result of the theorem in the context of a more algorithmic
approach.
Remark 3.2.4. The module term ordering on TnxFy in H1 could be taken to be
a position down ordering instead of position up. The statement of theorem 3.2.2
would need to be modified as indicated below:
‚ in H1, TnxFy is equipped with a position down module term ordering;
‚ in H2, MF
F˜
pidF q is lower triangular;
‚ in H3, LTpϕpe1qq ą . . . ą LTpϕperqq;
‚ in T1, ME
E˜
pidEq is lower triangular.
It might be possible to state a more general version of theorem 3.2.2 that holds
with any module term ordering on TnxFy. However, the position up/down module
term orderings seem to be the most commonly implemented in software, with one
of them often being the default option. Therefore we decided to take a practical
approach and limit ourselves to those scenarios that matter for the applications.
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3.3. Proof of the main theorem. We begin this section by outlining the strategy
of our proof of theorem 3.2.2.
1) We illustrate how to calculate the weight of a weight vector in E, using the
map ϕ and the triangular change of basis provided by hypothesis H2 (proposition
3.3.1). The result leverages our work on bases of weight vectors from section 3.1.
2) We construct a homogeneous basis of weight vectors of E, with the additional
property that the images of the basis elements under ϕ all have different leading
terms. The result is obtained in corollary 3.3.4 and uses a Gro¨bner basis argument
developed in 3.3.3.
3) We show that given two bases of E, if the images of their elements under ϕ all
have different leading terms, then those leading terms are the same for both bases.
This result follows from an observation in commutative algebra, namely that the
minimal generators of a monomial module are uniquely determined.
4) We compare the homogeneous basis of E in hypothesis H3 with the homo-
geneous basis of weight vectors of E constructed earlier. Because of the way the
leading terms are sorted and because the leading terms are the same, we conclude
the matrix of the change of basis from one basis to the other must be upper trian-
gular. Part T1 of the thesis follows.
5) Finally, we apply our weight calculation formula to the situation at hand to
deduce part T2 of the thesis.
The first step towards the proof of theorem 3.2.2 is to show how a triangular
change of basis can be exploited to calculate the weight of a homogeneous weight
vector.
Proposition 3.3.1. Let ϕ : E Ñ F be a map of free modules in modýT A. Suppose
hypotheses H1 and H2 of theorem 3.2.2 hold. If e˜ P E is a homogeneous weight
vector with LTpϕpe˜qq “ tˆfˆ, for some tˆfˆ P T
nxFy, then:
I. tˆf˜ˆ P SuppF˜pϕpe˜qq;
II. weightpe˜q “ weightptˆq ` weightpf˜ˆq.
Proof. To prove I, write ϕpe˜q as a K-linear combination of terms in TnxFy:
(3.3.1) ϕpe˜q “
ÿ
tPTn
sÿ
j“1
ct,jtfj.
If MF
F˜
pidF q “ pui,jq, then
(3.3.2) ϕpe˜q “
ÿ
tPTn
sÿ
j“1
ct,jt
˜
sÿ
i“1
ui,j f˜i
¸
“
ÿ
tPTn
sÿ
i“1
˜
sÿ
j“1
ct,jui,j
¸
tf˜i.
The coefficient of tˆf˜ˆ in equation (3.3.2) is
(3.3.3)
sÿ
j“1
ctˆ,juˆ,j .
Since LTpϕpe˜qq “ tˆfˆ and T
nxFy is equipped with a position up module term
ordering (H1), ctˆ,j “ 0, for all j ą ˆ and ctˆ,ˆ ‰ 0. Moreover, uˆ,ˆ ‰ 0 and uˆ,j “ 0 for
all j ă ˆ because the matrix MF
F˜
pidF q “ pui,jq is upper triangular (H2). Therefore
the coefficient of the term tˆf˜ˆ is ctˆ,ˆuˆ,ˆ. Since this coefficient is non zero, we
conclude that tˆf˜ˆ P SuppF˜pϕpe˜qq.
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Now II is an immediate consequence of I and corollary 3.1.2. 
Corollary 3.3.2. Let ϕ : E Ñ F be a map of free modules in modýT A. Suppose
hypotheses H1 and H2 of theorem 3.2.2 hold. If e˜1, e˜2 P E are homogeneous weight
vectors and LTpϕpe˜1qq “ LTpϕpe˜2qq, then weightpe˜1q “ weightpe˜2q.
Proof. Suppose LTpϕpe˜1qq “ LTpϕpe˜2qq “ tˆfˆ. Then, by the proposition 3.3.1,
weightpe˜1q “ weightptˆq ` weightpf˜ˆq “ weightpe˜2q.

Let M be a graded submodule of a graded free A-module F endowed with a
module term ordering. Recall that the reduced Gro¨bner basis of M (defined in
[KR00, §2.4.C]) consists of homogeneous elements [KR05, Prop. 4.5.1]. Also, given
a homogeneous Gro¨bner basis G of M , set Gďd “ tg P G | degpgq ď du, the
truncation of G at degree d (see [KR05, §4.5.B] for truncated Gro¨bner bases).
Proposition 3.3.3. Let ϕ : E Ñ F be a minimal map of free modules in modýT A
with E generated in a single degree d P Zm. Let F be a homogeneous basis of F
and assume TnxFy is equipped with a module term ordering. Let Z be a K-vector
subspace of Ed and let M be the A-submodule of F generated by ϕpZq. If G is the
reduced Gro¨bner basis of M , then ϕ´1pGďdq is a K-basis of Z.
Proof. Notice thatM is generated in degree d andMd “ ϕpZq. Thus all elements of
Gďd have degree equal to d. Since G generatesM as an A-module, Gďd generatesMd
as a K-vector space. The elements of G all have different leading terms because G is
reduced; in particular, the elements of G are K-linearly independent. We conclude
that Gďd is a K-basis of Md.
To get the thesis, observe that the restriction of ϕ to Z is injective by part I of
proposition 3.1.4 and the assumption that Z Ď Ed. Therefore the preimage of a
basis of Md is a basis of ϕ
´1pMdq “ Z. In particular, ϕ
´1pGďdq is a basis of Z. 
Corollary 3.3.4. Let ϕ : E Ñ F be a minimal map of free modules in modýT A.
If hypotheses H1 and H2 of theorem 3.2.2 hold, then E admits a homogeneous basis
of weight vectors E˜ “ te˜1, . . . , e˜ru such that
LTpϕpe˜1qq ă . . . ă LTpϕpe˜rqq.
Proof. Let us begin by considering the special case where E is generated in a single
degree d P Zm. Since Ed is a finite dimensional representation of T , we have a
decomposition into weight spaces Ed “ pEdqχ1 ‘ . . .‘ pEdqχh , for some characters
χ1, . . . , χh of T . By proposition 3.3.3, each weight space pEdqχi admits a basis E˜i
such that the images of elements in E˜i under ϕ have different leading terms.
Now consider E˜ :“ E˜1 Y . . .Y E˜h. The set E˜ is a K-basis of weight vectors of Ed.
Since E is generated in degree d, E˜ is also a homogeneous basis of weight vectors
E. Moreover if two elements of E˜ have different weights, their images under ϕ have
different leading terms by corollary 3.3.2. Therefore we can index elements of E˜ so
that E˜ “ te˜1, . . . , e˜ru and LTpϕpe˜1qq ă . . . ă LTpϕpe˜rqq.
For the general case, simply observe that if two homogeneous elements have
different degrees, their leading terms must be different. Therefore the conclusion
holds for any E. 
We are finally ready to prove the main result of this work.
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Proof of theorem 3.2.2.
Step 1: reduction to a single degree.
Without loss of generality we may assume that E is generated in a single degree
d P Zm. If that is not the case, we may write E “ E1 ‘ . . . ‘ El, where each Ei
is a free module in modýT A which is generated in a single degree di P Z
m. Then,
by properties of the direct sum, we can define maps ϕi : Ei Ñ F that satisfy the
hypotheses of the theorem, thus reducing to the case where the domain is generated
in a single degree.
Step 2: a special basis of E.
By corollary 3.3.4, E admits a homogeneous basis of weight vectors E˜ “ te˜1, . . . , e˜ru
such that
(3.3.4) LTpϕpe˜1qq ă . . . ă LTpϕpe˜rqq.
Step 3: compare leading terms.
Since ϕ is minimal and E is a homogeneous basis of E, ϕpe1q, . . . , ϕperq are minimal
generators of imϕ. Because E is generated in degree d, this implies dimKpimϕqd “
r. Now let LTpimϕq be the leading term module of imϕ . Recall that LTpimϕq is
the monomial submodule of F generated by the set
tLTpmq P F | m P imϕu.
It is known that imϕ and LTpimϕq have the same Hilbert function [KR05, Prop.
5.8.9.f]; in particular, dimKpLTpimϕqqd “ dimKpimϕqd “ r. By the string of
inequalities in H3, the terms LTpϕpe1qq, . . . ,LTpϕperqq are all different and thus
K-linearly independent. We conclude that they form a basis of pLTpimϕqqd.
Since E˜ is another homogeneous basis of E, the terms LTpϕpe˜1qq, . . . ,LTpϕpe˜rqq
form another basis of pLTpimϕqqd, by the same argument. By [KR00, Prop. 1.3.11],
the minimal monomial generators of a monomial module are uniquely determined;
this gives an equality of sets:
tLTpϕpe1qq, . . . ,LTpϕperqqu “ tLTpϕpe˜1qq, . . . ,LTpϕpe˜rqqu.
Finally, the strings of inequalities in H3 and (3.3.4) imply that
(3.3.5) LTpϕpeiqq “ LTpϕpe˜iqq, @i P t1, . . . , ru.
Step 4: the triangular change of basis.
Combining the string of inequalities (3.3.4) and the equalities (3.3.5), we get
LTpϕpe˜1qq ă . . . ă LTpϕpe˜jqq “ LTpϕpejqq,
for all j P t1, . . . , ru. Thus, for all j P t1, . . . , ru, Du1,j, . . . , uj,j P K such that
(3.3.6) ϕpejq “
jÿ
i“1
ui,jϕpe˜iq “ ϕ
˜
jÿ
i“1
ui,j e˜i
¸
,
and uj,j ‰ 0. The matrix pui,jq is then upper triangular and invertible. The map
ϕ being minimal, its restriction to Ed is injective by part I of proposition 3.1.4.
Therefore equation (3.3.6) implies
ej “
jÿ
i“1
ui,j e˜i.
In other words,ME
E˜
pidEq “ pui,jq is upper triangular, which proves T1 in the thesis.
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Step 5: calculate the weights of E.
For each i P t1, . . . , ru, LTpϕpeiqq “ LTpϕpe˜iqq “ tˆfˆ, for some tˆfˆ P T
nxFy; then
weightpe˜iq “ weightptˆq ` weightpf˜ˆq,
by proposition 3.3.1. This proves T2 in the thesis.

4. Algorithms and applications
In this section, we present some applications of theorem 3.2.2. We also design
algorithms, in pseudocode, that can be implemented in a software system to carry
out the necessary computations. The software system must be able to compute
over polynomial rings with positive Zm-gradings and determine:
‚ reduced Gro¨bner bases (truncated at a given degree);
‚ the change of basis between the reduced Gro¨bner basis of a module and
some user-specified set of generators;
‚ a basis for the graded components of a module (via Macaulay’s theorem
[KR00, Cor. 2.4.11]).
4.1. Weight propagation along a map. Our first algorithm can be used to
recover the weights of the domain a map from those of the codomain. We lay out
some assumptions.
(a) ϕ : E Ñ F is a minimal map of free modules in modýT A.
(b) The map ϕ is provided in matrix form ME
F
pϕq, where E is a homogeneous
basis of E and F is a homogeneous basis of F .
(c) TnxFy is equipped with a position up (resp. down) module term ordering.
(d) F admits a homogeneous basis of weight vectors F˜ “ tf˜1, . . . , f˜su such that
MF
F˜
pidF q is upper (resp. lower) triangular.
(e) W “ tw1, . . . , wsu is an ordered list with wi “ weightpf˜iq, @i P t1, . . . , su.
First we deal with the case where E is generated in a single degree d P Zm.
Algorithm 1: weight propagation along a map with domain in a single degree
Input:
‚ ME
F
pϕq, a matrix as in assumption (b) above
‚ W , a list of weights as in assumption (e) above
Output:
‚ C “ ME
1
E
pidEq, a change of basis in E such that the leading terms of the
columns of ME
1
F
pϕq are all different
‚ V “ tv1, . . . , vru, a list of weights such that vi “ weightpe˜iq for a homoge-
neous basis of weight vectors te˜1, . . . , e˜ru of E
1: function PropagateSingleDegree(ME
F
pϕq,W )
2: set d :“ the degree of the first column of ME
F
pϕq
3: compute Gďd, the d-truncated reduced Gro¨bner basis of imϕ, using M
E
F
pϕq
4: if the module term ordering on TnxFy is position up then
5: form G, a matrix whose columns are the component vectors (in the
homogeneous basis F) of the elements of Gďd arranged in increasing order of
their leading terms
6: else if the module term ordering on TnxFy is position down then
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7: form G, a matrix whose columns are the component vectors (in the
homogeneous basis F) of the elements of Gďd arranged in decreasing order of
their leading terms
8: end if
9: compute C, the matrix of the change of basis in E such that G “ME
F
pϕqC
10: set r :“ number of columns of ME
F
pϕq
11: for i P t1, . . . , ru do
12: set f :“ the i-th column of G
13: find t P Tn and ˆ P t1, . . . , su, such that LTpfq “ tˆfˆ
14: set vi :“ weightptˆq ` wˆ
15: end for
16: form the ordered list V :“ tv1, . . . , vru
17: return pC, V q
18: end function
Example 4.1.1. Let A “ Crx1, x2s equipped with the standard grading and the
degree reverse lexicographic term ordering with x1 ą x2. We identify A with
SympC2q and consider the action of the maximal torus of diagonal matrices T Ď
GL2pCq on A. The variables x1, x2 P A are weight vectors with weights p1, 0q and
p0, 1q respectively (cf. example 2.3.5).
Let F “ A with homogeneous basis F “ tf1u, where f1 “ 1A, and assume F is
equipped with the term over position up module term ordering (so H1 of theorem
3.2.2 is met). Notice f˜1 “ f1 “ 1A is a weight vector with weight p0, 0q, and F˜ “
tf˜1u “ F is a homogeneous basis of weight vectors of F . Clearly M
F
F˜
pidF q “ p1q
is upper triangular (which satisfies H2 of theorem 3.2.2). Let E “ Ap´1q2 with
homogeneous basis E “ te1, e2u, where e1 “ p1A, 0q and e2 “ p0, 1Aq (the coordinate
basis). We introduce a map ϕ : E Ñ F in modýT A via its matrix form
MEFpϕq “
`
x1 x2
˘
;
note ϕ is a minimal presentation for the coordinate ring of the origin in the affine
space A2, therefore it is minimal.
We apply algorithm 1 to the pair pME
F
pϕq,W q, whereW “ tp0, 0qu. All columns
of ME
F
pϕq have degree d “ 1. We compute the reduced Gro¨bner basis of imϕ
truncated in degree 1 and, from its elements, form the matrix
G “
`
x2 x1
˘
,
as indicated in lines 4 through 8 of the algorithm. Note how the leading terms of
the elements in the columns of G are all different and sorted in increasing order
from left to right (this ensures that hypothesis H3 in theorem 3.2.2 is satisfied).
The matrix
C “
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
gives the change of basis G “ME
F
pϕqC.
Note G has r “ 2 columns. For the first column, f “ px2q which has leading
term x2f1. Hence we set
v1 “ weightpx2q ` w1 “ p0, 1q ` p0, 0q “ p0, 1q.
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Similarly, for the second column, f “ px1q which has leading term x1f1. Hence we
set
v2 “ weightpx1q ` w1 “ p1, 0q ` p0, 0q “ p1, 0q.
Then the algorithm returns the pair pC, V q with C as above and V “ tp0, 1q, p1, 0qu.
Notice how the weight computations carried out use the formula from T2 in theorem
3.2.2. By T1 we conclude that E admits a homogeneous basis of weight vectors
E˜ “ te˜1, e˜2u, with weightpe˜1q “ p0, 1q and weightpe˜2q “ p1, 0q. Therefore E –
C2 bC Ap´1q.
Example 4.1.2. Let A “ Cry1, y2s. Despite the different names for the variables,
we assume the same setup as in the previous example. Let F “ A, E “ Ap´2q3,
and F , E their respective coordinate bases. Assume F has the term over position
up module term ordering. The map ϕ : E Ñ F in modýT A given by the matrix
MEFpϕq “
`
y21 y1y2 y
2
2
˘
is a minimal presentation for a quotient of A which gives a non reduced scheme
structure for the origin of A2; in particular, ϕ is a minimal map.
We apply algorithm 1 to the pair pME
F
pϕq,W q, whereW “ tp0, 0qu. The columns
of ME
F
pϕq have degree 2 and a Gro¨bner basis computation yields
G “
`
y22 y1y2 y
2
1
˘
.
The matrix of the change of basis calculated by the algorithm is
C “
¨
˝0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
˛
‚.
Lines 13 through 17 result in the following assignments:
v1 “ weightpy
2
2q ` w1 “ p0, 2q ` p0, 0q “ p0, 2q,
v2 “ weightpy1y2q ` w1 “ p1, 1q ` p0, 0q “ p1, 1q,
v3 “ weightpy
2
1q ` w1 “ p2, 0q ` p0, 0q “ p2, 0q.
Therefore the algorithm returns pC, V q with V “ tp0, 2q, p1, 1q, p2, 0qu. We deduce
E – Sym2pC2q bC Ap´2q.
Proposition 4.1.3. Under the assumptions of this section, applying algorithm 1
yields a pair pC, V “ tv1, . . . , vruq that satisfies the following properties:
I. E admits a homogeneous basis E 1 “ te11, . . . , e
1
ru such that C “M
E
1
E
pidEq and
the terms LTpϕpe11qq, . . . ,LTpϕpe
1
rqq are all different;
II. E admits a homogeneous basis of weight vectors E˜ “ te˜1, . . . , e˜ru such that
ME
1
E˜
pidEq is upper (resp. lower) triangular and weightpe˜iq “ vi, for all i P t1, . . . , ru.
Proof. By its construction on line 9 of algorithm 1, C is the matrix of a change
of basis in E. Let E 1 be the homogeneous basis of E defined by C, so that the
equality C “ ME
1
E
pidEq in I follows by construction. Since C “ M
E
1
E
pidEq, the
equality on line 9 implies G “ ME
1
F
pϕq. This implies that the i-th column of G
is the component vector of ϕpe1iq in the basis F . Recall that G is the matrix of a
reduced Gro¨bner basis, therefore the leading terms of its columns are all different,
which concludes the proof of I.
Now apply theorem 3.2.2, with E 1 playing the role of the basis E in hypothesis H3
of the theorem. Then, by T1, E admits a homogeneous basis of weight vectors E˜ “
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te˜1, . . . , e˜ru such that M
E
1
E˜
pidEq is upper (resp. lower) triangular. If LTpϕpe˜iqq “
tˆfˆ, then
weightpe˜iq “ weightptˆq ` weightpf˜ˆq “ weightptˆq ` wˆ “ vi.
The first equality follows from T2 in theorem 3.2.2; the second equality comes from
the definition of W and the last one descends from the construction of vi on line
14. This proves II. 
Let pM1| . . . |Mlq denote the block matrix obtained by juxtaposing matrices
M1, . . . ,Ml all with the same number of rows. Also, given matrices C1, . . . , Cl,
denote C1 ‘ . . .‘ Cl the block diagonal matrix¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
C1 0 . . . 0
0
. . .
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . 0
0 . . . 0 Cl
˛
‹‹‹‹‚.
We will employ these notations to generalize algorithm 1 to the case where the
domain E of ϕ is generated in multiple degrees.
Algorithm 2: weight propagation along a map
Input:
‚ ME
F
pϕq, a matrix as in assumption (b) above
‚ W , a list of weights as in assumption (e) above
Output:
‚ C “ ME
1
E
pidEq, a change of basis in E such that the leading terms of the
columns of ME
1
F
pϕq are all different
‚ V “ tv1, . . . , vru, a list of weights such that vi “ weightpe˜iq for a homoge-
neous basis of weight vectors te˜1, . . . , e˜ru of E
1: function Propagate(ME
F
pϕq,W )
2: form P , a permutation matrix such that ME
F
pϕqP “ pM1| . . . |Mlq, where,
@i P t1, . . . , lu, the columns of Mi have the same degree di P Z
m, and the
degrees d1, . . . , dl are all different
3: for i P t1, . . . , lu do
4: set pCi, Viq :“ PropagateSingleDegreepMi,W q
5: end for
6: set C :“ P pC1 ‘ . . .‘ Clq
7: set V :“ V1 Y . . .Y Vl
8: return pC, V q
9: end function
The symbol Y on line 7 denotes “ordered union” of ordered lists; in other words
the list V2 is appended to V1, then V3 is appended to V1 Y V2, etc.
It is enough to trace through the algorithm to realize that the conclusion of
proposition 4.1.3 holds for algorithm 2 as well.
Example 4.1.4. Let A “ Crx1, x2, y1, y2s; we introduce a positive Z
2-grading on
A by setting the degree of xi equal to p1, 0q and the degree of yi equal to p0, 1q,
for i P t1, 2u. We equip A with the degree reverse lexicographic term ordering with
x1 ą x2 ą y1 ą y2 and all free A-modules have the term over position up module
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term ordering. We identify A with SympC2 ‘ C2q. The group GL2pCq ˆ GL2pCq
acts naturally on A; the maximal torus T of diagonal matrices in each copy of
GL2pCq acts on A, making the variables x1, x2, y1, y2 into weight vectors of weights
p1, 0, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0, 0q, p0, 0, 1, 0q, p0, 0, 0, 1q.
Let F “ A and E “ Ap´1, 0q2‘Ap0,´2q3, with F , E their respective coordinate
bases. Since F has rank 1, the unique element f1 “ 1A P F is a weight vector with
weight p0, 0, 0, 0q; hence we can take a homogeneous basis of weight vectors F˜ “ F
and MF
F˜
pidF q is upper triangular. The map ϕ : E Ñ F represented by the matrix
MEFpϕq “
`
x1 x2 y
2
1 y1y2 y
2
2
˘
is in modýT A. It is a minimal presentation of a quotient of A which gives a non
reduced scheme structure for the origin of A4; in particular, it is minimal.
We apply algorithm 2 to the pair pME
F
pϕq,W q, where W “ tp0, 0, 0, 0qu. Line 2
of the algorithm sorts all columns of ME
F
pϕq of the same degree into a contiguous
block. In our case, ME
F
pϕq “ pM1|M2q with
M1 “
`
x1 x2
˘
, M2 “
`
y21 y1y2 y
2
2
˘
,
and the columns of M1 have degree d1 “ p1, 0q whereas the columns of M2 have
degree d2 “ p0, 2q. Since the columns are already sorted, P is simply the identity
matrix. Next the algorithm calls algorithm 1 on the pair pM1,W q, which returns
C1 “
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
, V1 “ tp0, 1, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 0, 0qu,
and on the pair pM2,W q, which returns
C2 “
¨
˝0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
˛
‚, V2 “ tp0, 0, 0, 2q, p0, 0, 1, 1q, p0, 0, 2, 0qu.
The computations for the pairs pMi,W q are essentially the same as those carried
out in examples 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, the only difference being that weights are in Z4.
The outputs are then combined as indicated on lines 6 and 7:
C “ C1 ‘ C2 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‚
V “ V1 Y V2 “ tp0, 1, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 0, 0q, p0, 0, 0, 2q, p0, 0, 1, 1q, p0, 0, 2, 0qu.
Finally the algorithm returns the pair pC, V q. By virtue of proposition, 4.1.3 we
deduce:
I. E admits a homogeneous basis E 1 “ te11, . . . , e
1
5u such that C “M
E
1
E
pidEq and
the leading terms of the columns of ME
F
pϕqC are all different;
II. E admits a homogeneous basis of weight vectors E˜ “ te˜1, . . . , e˜5u such that
ME
1
E˜
pidEq is upper triangular and weightpe˜iq “ vi, for all i P t1, . . . , 5u.
From the second item, we recover
E –
`
C2 b C
˘
bC Ap´1, 0q‘
‘
`
Cb Sym2 C2
˘
bC Ap0,´2q
in terms of GL2pCq ˆGL2pCq-representations.
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The following examples showcase more interesting applications of algorithm 2
and illustrate how we can propagate weights successfully along syzygies. The basic
ideas that appear in these examples will be formalized and organized in an algorithm
in section 4.3.
Example 4.1.5. Consider the map ϕ from example 4.1.4. The minimal syzygies
of this map, as calculated by our computer algebra system, are given by the matrix¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
´x2 ´y
2
1 0 ´y1y2 0 0 ´y
2
2 0 0
x1 0 ´y
2
1 0 ´y1y2 0 0 ´y
2
2 0
0 x1 x2 0 0 ´y2 0 0 0
0 0 0 x1 x2 y1 0 0 ´y2
0 0 0 0 0 0 x1 x2 y1
˛
‹‹‹‹‚;
the columns have degrees, from left to right, p2, 0q, p1, 2q, p1, 2q, p1, 2q, p1, 2q, p0, 3q,
p1, 2q, p1, 2q, p0, 3q. Note the map represented by this matrix is a minimal map in
modýT A by proposition 2.4.9.
The codomain of the map represented by this matrix is the same E we had in
example 4.1.4. Multiplying on the left by the inverse of the matrix C from the end
of example 4.1.4, we get
(4.1.1)
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
x1 0 ´y
2
1 0 ´y1y2 0 0 ´y
2
2 0
´x2 ´y
2
1 0 ´y1y2 0 0 ´y
2
2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 x1 x2 y1
0 0 0 x1 x2 y1 0 0 ´y2
0 x1 x2 0 0 ´y2 0 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‚
The matrix in equation (4.1.1) is written with respect to a homogeneous basis of
the codomain that admits an upper triangular change of basis to a homogeneous
basis of weight vectors. To be more precise, let E,F be free A-modules, E ,F their
respective coordinate bases, and ϕ : E Ñ F a map such that ME
F
pϕq is the matrix
in equation (4.1.1). Then, by example 4.1.4, F admits a basis of weight vectors
F˜ “ tf˜1, . . . , f˜5u such that M
F
F˜
pidF q is upper triangular. Moreover, if W denotes
the list of weights of f˜1, . . . , f˜5, then we know
W “ tp0, 1, 0, 0q, p1, 0, 0, 0q, p0, 0, 0, 2q, p0, 0, 1, 1q, p0, 0, 2, 0qu.
Our goal is to apply algorithm 2 to the pair pME
F
pϕq,W q.
The permutation matrix
P “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
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has the property that ME
F
pϕqP “ pM1|M2|M3q, where M1, M2 and M3 are the
matrices¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
x1
´x2
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‚,
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
0 ´y21 0 ´y1y2 0 ´y
2
2
´y21 0 ´y1y2 0 ´y
2
2 0
0 0 0 0 x1 x2
0 0 x1 x2 0 0
x1 x2 0 0 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‚,
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
0 0
0 0
0 y1
y1 ´y2
´y2 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‚.
Observe the columns of Mi have degree di and d1 “ p2, 0q, d2 “ p1, 2q, d3 “ p0, 3q.
Algorithm 1 applied to the pair pM1,W q finds the following Gro¨bner basis and
change of basis matrices:
G1 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
x1
´x2
0
0
0
˛
‹‹‹‹‚, C1 “
`
1
˘
.
The leading term of the only column of G1 is x1f1 and
weightpx1q ` w1 “ p1, 0, 0, 0q ` p0, 1, 0, 0q “ p1, 1, 0, 0q.
Hence this run returns the pair pC1, V1q, where V1 “ tp1, 1, 0, 0qu.
Now consider the pair pM2,W q. Our computation yields the following Gro¨bner
basis and change of basis matrices:
G2 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
y22 0 y1y2 0 y
2
1 0
0 y22 0 y1y2 0 y
2
1
´x2 ´x1 0 0 0 0
0 0 ´x2 ´x1 0 0
0 0 0 0 ´x2 ´x1
˛
‹‹‹‹‚,
C2 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0 0 0 0 0 ´1
0 0 0 0 ´1 0
0 0 0 ´1 0 0
0 0 ´1 0 0 0
0 ´1 0 0 0 0
´1 0 0 0 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
We list the leading terms of the columns of G2 and the corresponding weight cal-
culations performed by algorithm 1:
y22f1, weightpy
2
2q ` w1 “ p0, 0, 0, 2q ` p0, 1, 0, 0q “ p0, 1, 0, 2q,
y22f2, weightpy
2
2q ` w2 “ p0, 0, 0, 2q ` p1, 0, 0, 0q “ p1, 0, 0, 2q,
y1y2f1, weightpy1y2q ` w1 “ p0, 0, 1, 1q ` p0, 1, 0, 0q “ p0, 1, 1, 1q,
y1y2f2, weightpy1y2q ` w2 “ p0, 0, 1, 1q ` p1, 0, 0, 0q “ p1, 0, 1, 1q,
y21f1, weightpy
2
1q ` w1 “ p0, 0, 2, 0q ` p0, 1, 0, 0q “ p0, 1, 2, 0q,
y21f2, weightpy
2
1q ` w2 “ p0, 0, 2, 0q ` p1, 0, 0, 0q “ p1, 0, 2, 0q.
The pair thus produced is pC2, V2q, where V2 is the ordered list containing the
weights above.
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Finally consider the pair pM3,W q. Starting from M3 we obtain the following
Gro¨bner basis and change of basis matrices:
G3 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
0 0
0 0
y1 0
´y2 y1
0 ´y2
˛
‹‹‹‹‚, C3 “
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
.
The leading terms of the columns of G3 and the corresponding weight computations
are given by:
y1f3, weightpy1q ` w3 “ p0, 0, 1, 0q ` p0, 0, 0, 2q “ p0, 0, 1, 2q,
y1f4, weightpy1q ` w4 “ p0, 0, 1, 0q ` p0, 0, 1, 1q “ p0, 0, 2, 1q.
This run of algorithm 1 returns the pair pC3, V3q, where V3 “ tp0, 0, 1, 2q, p0, 0, 2, 1qu.
The final steps of algorithm 2 combine the previous outputs to give the change
of basis matrix:
C “ P pC1 ‘ C2 ‘ C3q “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ´1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ´1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ´1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ´1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 ´1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ´1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
and the list of weights:
V “ V1 Y V2 Y V3 “ tp1, 1, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0, 2q, p1, 0, 0, 2q,
p0, 1, 1, 1q, p1, 0, 1, 1q, p0, 1, 2, 0q, p1, 0, 2, 0q, p0, 0, 1, 2q, p0, 0, 2, 1qu.
The pair pC, V q is returned. From the weights in V and the degrees of elements in
E , we deduce
E –
˜
2ľ
C2 b C
¸
bC Ap´2, 0q‘
‘
`
C2 b Sym2C2
˘
bC Ap´1,´2q‘
‘
`
Cb Sp2,1qC
2
˘
bC Ap0,´3q
as representations of GL2pCq ˆ GL2pCq (Sp2,1q denotes a Schur functor [Wey03,
§2.1]).
Example 4.1.6. In this example, we examine the second syzygies of the map ϕ
in example 4.1.4. As returned by our computer algebra system, the matrix of the
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third syzygies is
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
y21 y1y2 0 0 y
2
2 0 0
´x2 0 y2 0 0 0 0
x1 0 0 y2 0 0 0
0 ´x2 ´y1 0 0 y2 0
0 x1 0 ´y1 0 0 y2
0 0 x1 x2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ´x2 ´y1 0
0 0 0 0 x1 0 ´y1
0 0 0 0 0 x1 x2
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
where the degrees of the columns are from left to right p2, 2q, p2, 2q, p1, 3q, p1, 3q,
p2, 2q, p1, 3q, p1, 3q. Multiplying on the left by the inverse of the matrix C obtained
at the end of example 4.1.5, we get
(4.1.2)
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
y21 y1y2 0 0 y
2
2 0 0
0 0 0 0 ´x1 0 y1
0 0 0 0 x2 y1 0
0 ´x1 0 y1 0 0 ´y2
0 x2 y1 0 0 ´y2 0
´x1 0 0 ´y2 0 0 0
x2 0 ´y2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 x1 x2
0 0 x1 x2 0 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
Let E,F be free A-modules, E ,F their respective coordinate bases, and ϕ : E Ñ
F a map such that ME
F
pϕq is the matrix in equation (4.1.2). Then, by example
4.1.5, F admits a basis of weight vectors F˜ “ tf˜1, . . . , f˜9u such that M
F
F˜
pidF q is
upper triangular. Moreover, if W denotes the list of weights of f˜1, . . . , f˜9, then we
know
W “ tp1, 1, 0, 0q, p0, 1, 0, 2q, p1, 0, 0, 2q, p0, 1, 1, 1q,
p1, 0, 1, 1q, p0, 1, 2, 0q, p1, 0, 2, 0q, p0, 0, 1, 2q, p0, 0, 2, 1qu.
We will apply algorithm 2 to the pair pME
F
pϕq,W q.
We see the matrix
P “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
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gives ME
F
pϕqP “ pM1|M2q, where
M1 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
y21 y1y2 y
2
2
0 0 ´x1
0 0 x2
0 ´x1 0
0 x2 0
´x1 0 0
x2 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
, M2 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 y1
0 0 y1 0
0 y1 0 ´y2
y1 0 ´y2 0
0 ´y2 0 0
´y2 0 0 0
0 0 x1 x2
x1 x2 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
Moreover, the columns of Mi have degree di, where d1 “ p2, 2q and d2 “ p1, 3q.
First we apply algorithm 1 to the pair pM1,W q. Our computer algebra system
provides the following Gro¨bner basis and change of basis matrices:
G1 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
y22 y1y2 y
2
1
´x1 0 0
x2 0 0
0 ´x1 0
0 x2 0
0 0 ´x1
0 0 x2
0 0 0
0 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
, C1 “
¨
˝0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
˛
‚.
The leading terms of the columns of G1 are listed below together with the corre-
sponding weight calculations:
y22f1, weightpy
2
2q ` w1 “ p0, 0, 0, 2q ` p1, 1, 0, 0q “ p1, 1, 0, 2q,
y1y2f1, weightpy1y2q ` w1 “ p0, 0, 1, 1q ` p1, 1, 0, 0q “ p1, 1, 1, 1q,
y21f1, weightpy
2
1q ` w1 “ p0, 0, 2, 0q ` p1, 1, 0, 0q “ p1, 1, 2, 0q.
If we let V1 “ tp1, 1, 0, 2q, p1, 1, 1, 1q, p1, 1, 2, 0qu, then the algorithm returns the pair
pC1, V1q.
Next we apply the same procedure to the pair pM2,W q. The computed Gro¨bner
basis and change of basis matrices are
G2 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
0 0 0 0
y1 0 0 0
0 0 y1 0
´y2 y1 0 0
0 0 ´y2 y1
0 ´y2 0 0
0 0 0 ´y2
x2 0 x1 0
0 x2 0 x1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
, C2 “
¨
˚˝˚0 0 0 10 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0
˛
‹‹‚.
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Below are the leading terms of the columns of G2 and the weights calculated from
them:
x2f8 weightpx2q ` w8 “ p0, 1, 0, 0q ` p0, 0, 1, 2q “ p0, 1, 1, 2q,
x2f9, weightpx2q ` w9 “ p0, 1, 0, 0q ` p0, 0, 2, 1q “ p0, 1, 2, 1q,
x1f8 weightpx1q ` w8 “ p1, 0, 0, 0q ` p0, 0, 1, 2q “ p1, 0, 1, 2q,
x1f9, weightpx1q ` w9 “ p1, 0, 0, 0q ` p0, 0, 2, 1q “ p1, 0, 2, 1q.
Hence, if V2 “ tp0, 1, 1, 2q, p0, 1, 2, 1q, p1, 0, 1, 2q, p1, 0, 2, 1qu, this run of algorithm 1
outputs the pair pC2, V2q.
Finally, after combining these intermediate steps, algorithm 2 constructs the
matrix
C “ P pC1 ‘ C2q “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
the list of weights
V “ V1 Y V2 “ tp1, 1, 0, 2q, p1, 1, 1, 1q, p1, 1, 2, 0q,
p0, 1, 1, 2q, p0, 1, 2, 1q, p1, 0, 1, 2q, p1, 0, 2, 1qu,
and returns the pair pC, V q. We conclude
E –
˜
2ľ
C2 b Sym2C2
¸
bC Ap´2,´2q
‘
`
C2 b Sp2,1qC
2
˘
bC Ap´1,´3q
as a representation of GL2pCq ˆGL2pCq.
Remark 4.1.7. Rather than computing a Gro¨bner basis for imϕ, algorithm 2
splits ME
F
pϕq into submatrices with columns of the same degree and then applies
algorithm 1 to each one of them. If ME
F
pϕq has columns in degrees d1, . . . , dl,
then its reduced Gro¨bner basis (even a truncated one) could have elements in other
degrees which are not part of a minimal generating set of imϕ. By computing
Gro¨bner bases in single degrees we can avoid this issue altogether, hence producing
another minimal map.
Remark 4.1.8. Algorithms 1 and 2 return the matrix C “ ME
1
E
pidEq. The exis-
tence of a homogeneous basis of weight vectors E˜ of E such that ME
1
E˜
pidEq is upper
(resp. lower) triangular, is guaranteed by theorem 3.2.2. However algorithms 1 and
2 do not provide any means to recover the matrix ME
1
E˜
pidEq.
4.2. Going forward. For a map ϕ : E Ñ F of free modules in modýT A, algorithm
2 provides a tool to recover the weights of E from the weights of F by “moving
backwards along ϕ”. A natural question is whether it is possible to go “forward”
instead and recover the weights of F from those of E. Here are the assumptions
for this section.
(a) ϕ : E Ñ F is a map of free modules in modýT A.
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(b) The dual map ϕ_ : F_ Ñ E_ is minimal.
(c) The map ϕ is provided in matrix form ME
F
pϕq, where E is a homogeneous
basis of E and F is a homogeneous basis of F .
(d) TnxEy is equipped with a position up (resp. down) module term ordering.
(e) E admits a homogeneous basis of weight vectors E˜ “ te˜1, . . . , e˜ru such that
ME
E˜
pidEq is upper (resp. lower) triangular.
(f) V “ tv1, . . . , vru is an ordered list with vi “ weightpe˜iq, @i P t1, . . . , ru.
For a matrixM , letMJ denote the transpose ofM . For an ordered list of weights
W “ tw1, . . . , wsu, let ´W denote the ordered list of weights t´w1, . . . ,´wsu.
Algorithm 3: weight propagation going forward along a map
Input:
‚ ME
F
pϕq, a matrix as in assumption (c) above
‚ V , a list of weights as in assumption (f) above
Output:
‚ C “ MF
F 1
pidF q, a change of basis in F such that the leading terms of the
columns of M
pF 1q_
E_
pϕ_q are all different
‚ W “ tw1, . . . , wsu, a list of weights such that wi “ weightpf˜iq for a homo-
geneous basis of weight vectors tf˜1, . . . , f˜su of F
1: function PropagateForward(ME
F
pϕq, V )
2: if the module term ordering on TnxEy is position up then
3: equip TnxE_y with a position down module term ordering
4: else if the module term ordering on TnxEy is position down then
5: equip TnxE_y with a position up module term ordering
6: end if
7: set pC 1,W 1q :“ PropagatepME
F
pϕqJ,´V q
8: set C :“ pC 1qJ
9: set W :“ ´W 1
10: return pC,W q
11: end function
We will present examples of algorithm 3 in action at the end of section 4.3, as
part of our application to free resolutions.
Proposition 4.2.1. Under the assumptions of this section, applying algorithm 3
yields a pair pC,W “ tw1, . . . , wsuq that satisfies the following properties:
I. F admits a homogeneous basis F 1 “ tf 11, . . . , f
1
su such that C “ M
F
F 1
pidF q
and the terms LTpϕ_ppf 11q
_qq, . . . ,LTpϕ_ppf 1sq
_qq are all different;
II. F admits a homogeneous basis of weight vectors F˜ “ tf˜1, . . . , f˜su such
that MF˜
F 1
pidEq is lower (resp. upper) triangular and weightpf˜iq “ wi, for all
i P t1, . . . , su.
Proof. Algorithm 3 applies algorithm 2 to the dual map ϕ_ : F_ Ñ E_, which is
assumed to be minimal. Notice that the matrixME
F
pϕqJ used on line 7 of algorithm
3, is in fact the matrix MF
_
E_
pϕ_q, the matrix of ϕ_ with respect to the dual bases
E_ of E_ and F_ of F_.
If ME
E˜
pidEq is upper (resp. lower) triangular, then M
E˜
_
E_
pidE_q “ M
E
E˜
pidEq
J
is lower (resp. upper) triangular. Therefore, to use algorithm 2 correctly, TnxE_y
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must be equipped with a position down (resp. up) module term ordering, as is done
on lines 2-6.
The weights of E are provided in V as part of the input. Thanks to proposition
2.4.5, E_ – pE{mEq˚ bK A, while E – pE{mEq bK A by proposition 2.4.3. More-
over, by proposition 2.2.9, the weights of pE{mEq˚ are the opposites of the weights
of E{mE. Thus weightpe˜_i q “ ´weightpe˜iq, and that is why we apply algorithm 2
with the list ´V as input.
After algorithm 2 is applied, the results must be transferred from F_ to F . For
that reason, we transpose C 1 on line 8 and switch to the opposite weights of W 1 on
line 9. 
Proposition 4.2.1 requires that the map ϕ_ : F_ Ñ E_ is minimal. Unfortu-
nately, ϕ : E Ñ F being minimal does not, in general, imply that ϕ_ : F_ Ñ E_
is minimal.
Example 4.2.2. Let A “ Crxs. The map of free A-modules
Ap´1q
pxx q
ÝÝÝÑ A2
is minimal. However, the dual map
A2
p x x q
ÝÝÝÝÑ Ap1q
is not minimal because the element p1,´1qJ belongs to the C-vector space generated
by the coordinate basis of A2 and is sent to zero (compare with proposition 3.1.4).
The following is a useful criterion for the minimality of a dual map, when com-
puting the weights with respect to a torus contained inside a group G.
Proposition 4.2.3. Let G be an algebraic group over K and let ϕ : E Ñ F be a
non zero map of free modules in modýGA. If F {mF is an irreducible representation
of G, then the dual map ϕ_ : F_ Ñ E_ is minimal.
Proof. Because F {mF is an irreducible representation of G, the graded vector space
F {mF is concentrated in a single degree d P Zm. Equivalently, F is generated in a
single degree d and Fd is an irreducible representation of G. Looking at duals, we
have that F_ is generated in degree ´d and pF_q´d – HomKpFd,Kq by proposition
2.4.5. Then pF_q´d is irreducible because Fd is. Notice that pkerϕ
_q´d is a
subrepresentation of G inside pF_q´d, hence pkerϕ
_q´d “ pF
_q´d or pkerϕ
_q´d “
0 by the irreducibility of pF_q´d. The first option would imply ϕ
_ is the zero map,
given that F_ is generated in degree ´d, and this would violate the assumption
that ϕ is non zero. Therefore pkerϕ_q´d “ 0 and thus ϕ
_ is minimal by part II of
proposition 3.1.4. 
4.3. Weight propagation along resolutions. We can now develop an algorithm
to propagate weights along minimal free resolutions. The following will be assumed
throughout this section.
(a) The complex of free modules and maps in modýT A
F‚ : 0Ñ Fm
dmÝÝÑ Fm´1 Ñ . . .Ñ Fi
diÝÑ Fi´1 Ñ . . .Ñ F1
d1ÝÑ F0
with m ď n, is a minimal free resolution of a module M in modýT A.
(b) For all i P t1, . . . , nu, the map di is provided in matrix form M
Fi
Fi´1
pdiq,
where Fi is a homogeneous basis of Fi (also for i “ 0).
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(c) There exists c P t0, . . . , nu such that Fc admits a homogeneous basis of weight
vectors F˜c such that M
Fc
F˜c
pidFcq is upper (resp. lower) triangular.
(d) Vc is an ordered list containing the weights of the elements of F˜c.
(e) For all i P t1, . . . , cu, the maps d_i : F
_
i´1 Ñ F
_
i are minimal.
(f) For all i P t0, . . . , nu, TnxFiy is equipped with a position up (resp. down)
module term ordering.
The reason for requiring conditions (c)–(e) is so that the weights can be specified
for any one free module in the complex F‚. The idea is then to propagate weights
backwards along the maps dc`1, . . . , dm (using algorithm 2) and forward along the
maps dc, . . . , d1 (using algorithm 3). As seen in examples 4.1.5 and 4.1.6, additional
change of bases will be required along the way to ensure the bases used are related
to bases of weight vectors by triangular change of bases.
Remark 4.3.1. A minimal free resolution of a module M is typically obtained, in
a computational setting, from a presentation of M . If the presentation is minimal,
then it is also the first differential d1 : F1 Ñ F0 in the resolution. In our experience,
homogeneous bases of weight vectors are often the most natural choice to write
a matrix for the presentation d1. Using the notation above, this means we have
F˜0 “ F0; then M
F0
F˜0
pidF0q is the identity matrix and assumption (c) is easily met.
Remark 4.3.2. Sometimes a minimal free resolution of a module M can be con-
structed starting from some differential dc`1 : Fc`1 Ñ Fc other than the first one.
Our algorithm is designed to deal with this more general setup. For examples of
resolutions constructed from the middle (or from the end) we invite the reader to
consult [Gal13b].
Algorithm 4: weight propagation along a resolution
Input:
‚ MF1
F0
pd1q, . . . ,M
Fm
Fm´1
pdmq, matrices of the maps in a minimal free resolu-
tion as in assumption (b) above
‚ Vc, a list of weights as in assumption (d) above
Output:
‚ pV0, . . . , Vmq, a tuple of lists, with Vi a list of weights for a homogeneous
basis of weight vectors of Fi
1: function PropagateResolution(MF1
F0
pd1q, . . . ,M
Fm
Fm´1
pdmq, Vc)
2: Cc :“M
Fc
Fc
pidFcq
3: for i P t1, . . . ,m´ cu do
4: pCc`i, Vc`iq :“ PropagatepC
´1
c`i´1M
Fc`i
Fc`i´1
pdc`iq, Vc`i´1q
5: end for
6: for i P t1, . . . , cu do
7: pCc´i, Vc´iq :“ PropagateForwardpM
Fc´i`1
Fc´i
pdc´i`1qC
´1
c´i`1, Vc´i`1q
8: end for
9: return pV0, . . . , Vmq
10: end function
Example 4.3.3. Consider the same setup as in example 4.1.4. Let M be the
module A{px1, x2, y
2
1 , y1y2, y
2
2q. We can compute a minimal free resolution of M
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using a computer algebra system. The result is a complex
F‚ : 0Ñ F4
d4ÝÑ F3
d3ÝÑ F2
d2ÝÑ F1
d1ÝÑ F0
where F0 “ A. In particular, F0 has a homogeneous basis (of weight vectors)
F˜ “ F “ t1Au and its only element has weight tp0, 0, 0, 0qu. The maps d1, . . . , d4
are represented by matrices with respect to homogeneous bases Fi of Fi. In our
case, the map d1 and the bases F0, F1 are supplied by the user so that
MF1
F0
pd1q “
`
x1 x2 y
2
1 y1y2 y
2
2
˘
.
The remaining bases and matrices are determined by the software. We will apply
algorithm 4 to the tuple pMF1
F0
pd1q,M
F2
F1
pd2q,M
F3
F2
pd3q,M
F4
F3
pd4q, V0q, where V0 “
tp0, 0, 0, 0qu. Note the parameter c “ 0, so lines 6 through 8 are not executed while
lines 3 through 5 call upon algorithm 2.
The application of algorithm 2 to the pair pMF1
F0
pd1q, V0q was carried out in exam-
ple 4.1.4; there the output was the pair pC, V q, whereas here we call it pC1, V1q. Sim-
ilarly, example 4.1.5 details the call to algorithm 2 for the pair pC´1
1
MF2
F1
pd2q, V1q,
which outputs the pair pC2, V2q, and example 4.1.6 details the call to algorithm 2
for the pair pC´1
2
MF3
F2
pd3q, V2q, which outputs the pair pC3, V3q. We complete the
picture by illustrating how algorithm 2 is applied to the pair pC´1
3
MF4
F3
pd4q, V3q.
Recall that
C3 “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
while
V3 “ tp1, 1, 0, 2q, p1, 1, 1, 1q, p1, 1, 2, 0q,
p0, 1, 1, 2q, p0, 1, 2, 1q, p1, 0, 1, 2q, p1, 0, 2, 1qu.
The matrix for d4 obtained via our computer algebra system is
MF4
F3
pd4q “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
´y2 0
y1 ´y2
´x2 0
x1 0
0 y1
0 ´x2
0 x1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
with both columns having degree p2, 3q. Therefore:
C´1
3
MF4
F3
pd4q “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
0 y1
y1 ´y2
´y2 0
0 x1
x1 0
0 ´x2
´x2 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
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Since both columns have the same degree, no further splitting of blocks is required
and we can apply algorithm 1 directly. Again using our computer algebra system,
we obtain the following Gro¨bner basis and change of basis matrices:
G “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
y1 0
´y2 y1
0 ´y2
x1 0
0 x1
´x2 0
0 ´x2
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
, C4 “
ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
.
The leading terms of the columns of G are¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˝˚
0 0
0 0
0 0
x1 0
0 x1
0 0
0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
and their weights are given by
p1, 0, 0, 0q ` p0, 1, 1, 2q “ p1, 1, 1, 2q,
p1, 0, 0, 0q ` p0, 1, 2, 1q “ p1, 1, 2, 1q.
Thus the last list V4 “ tp1, 1, 1, 2q, p1, 1, 2, 1qu is composed and the algorithm con-
cludes its run by returning the tuple pV0, V1, V2, V3, V4q. We have already indicated
the representation theoretic structure of the modules F1 through F3 in previous
examples. From the weights in the list V4 we deduce:
F4 –
˜
2ľ
C2 b Sp2,1qC
2
¸
bC Ap´2,´3q.
Proposition 4.3.4. Under the assumptions of this section, algorithm 4 returns a
tuple pV0, . . . , Vmq, where, for all i P t0, . . . ,mu, Vi is an ordered list containing the
weights of the elements of a homogeneous basis of weight vectors F˜i of Fi.
Proof. We construct inductively pairs pCc`i, Vc`iq satisfying the following proper-
ties:
‚ DF 1c`i homogeneous basis of Fc`i such that Cc`i “M
F
1
c`i
Fc`i
pidFc`iq;
‚ DF˜c`i homogeneous basis of weight vectors of Fc`i such that M
F
1
c`i
F˜c`i
pidFc`iq
is upper (resp. lower) triangular, and Vc`i contains the weights of the elements of
F˜c`i.
To start the induction, take Cc “M
Fc
Fc
pidFcq, the identity matrix, and Vc as given
in the input. Suppose pCc`i´1, Vc`i´1q has been constructed for i ą 0. Then
C´1c`i´1M
Fc`i
Fc`i´1
pdc`iq “M
Fc`i
F 1
c`i´1
pdc`iq
and the matrixM
F
1
c`i´1
F˜c`i´1
pidFc`i´1q is upper (resp. lower) triangular by the inductive
hypothesis. Since all assumptions of algorithm 2 hold, we can apply it as indicated
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on line 4 to produce the next pair pCc`i, Vc`iq. The properties of the pair are then
a consequence of proposition 4.1.3. The process ends when c` i ą m.
Similarly, we can produce pairs pCc´i, Vc´iq for i ą 0, using algorithm 3 as
indicated on line 7. The process ends when c´ i ă 0. 
Remark 4.3.5. If F‚ is a minimal free resolution of a Cohen-Macaulay A-module
M (of grade g), then F_‚ is a minimal free resolution (of the module Ext
g
ApM,Aq)
(see [BH93, p. 12]). In particular, the duals of all differentials in F‚ are minimal
maps.
Example 4.3.6. Let A “ Crxs. The complex
0Ñ Ap´1q
p xx q
ÝÝÝÑ A2
is a minimal free resolution of A{pxq ‘A. The dual of the (only) differential in the
resolution is not minimal, as evidenced in example 4.2.2. The module A{pxq ‘ A
has dimension 1 but depth 0, and therefore it is not Cohen-Macaulay.
Example 4.3.7. In this example, we will examine a minimal free resolution of
the homogeneous coordinate ring of a Grassmannian in the Plu¨cker embedding.
The Grassmannian we consider is the one parametrizing two-dimensional vector
subspaces of C5.
Let A “ Symp
Ź2
C5q, the homogeneous coordinate ring of the ambient projec-
tive space. We identify A with the polynomial ring Crpi,js, for 1 ď i ă j ď 5, where
each variable pi,j represents a Plu¨cker coordinate and corresponds to a decompos-
able tensor in
Ź2
C5 in the obvious way. We will assume A is endowed with the
degree reverse lexicographic ordering with the variables are sorted as follows:
p1,2 ą p1,3 ą p2,3 ą p1,4 ą p2,4 ą p3,4 ą p1,5 ą p2,5 ą p3,5 ą p4,5.
The group GL5pCq acts naturally on
Ź2
C5, hence on A. The maximal torus of
diagonal matrices in GL5pCq acts on the variables pi,j making them into weight
vectors with the following weights:
weightpp1,2q “ p1, 1, 0, 0, 0q, weightpp1,3q “ p1, 0, 1, 0, 0q,
weightpp2,3q “ p0, 1, 1, 0, 0q, weightpp1,4q “ p1, 0, 0, 1, 0q,
weightpp2,4q “ p0, 1, 0, 1, 0q, weightpp3,4q “ p0, 0, 1, 1, 0q,
weightpp1,5q “ p1, 0, 0, 0, 1q, weightpp2,5q “ p0, 1, 0, 0, 1q,
weightpp3,5q “ p0, 0, 1, 0, 1q, weightpp4,5q “ p0, 0, 0, 1, 1q.
The homogeneous coordinate ring of our Grassmannian is the A-module M “ A{I,
where I is the ideal of A generated by the Plu¨cker equations. Our computation for
a minimal free resolution of M yields the complex
F‚ : 0Ñ F3
d3ÝÑ F2
d2ÝÑ F1
d1ÝÑ F0;
the matrices of the differentials are described below. Note that the free modules
Fi have coordinate bases Fi and the sets of terms T
nxFiy are all endowed with the
term over position up module term ordering.
One can apply algorithm 4 with parameter c “ 0, knowing that F0 “ A and
therefore V0 “ tp0, 0, 0, 0, 0qu. This approach determines the weights for homoge-
neous bases of weight vectors in all free modules Fi. In particular, one can see this
way that F3 – p
Ź5
C5qb2bCAp´5q, since the list of weights V3 “ tp2, 2, 2, 2, 2qu. In
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order to exemplify forward propagation of weights, we follow a different approach.
Namely, we apply algorithm 4 to the tuple pMF1
F0
pd1q,M
F2
F1
pd2q,M
F3
F2
pd3q, V3q,
where V3 “ tp2, 2, 2, 2, 2qu. Since c “ 3, lines 3 through 5 of algorithm 4 are
skipped.
The first pass of the for loop on lines 6 through 8 applies algorithm 3 to the pair
pMF3
F2
pd3q, V3q, where
MF3
F2
pd3q “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
´pp3,4qpp2,5q ` pp2,4qpp3,5q ´ pp2,3qpp4,5q
´pp3,4qpp1,5q ` pp1,4qpp3,5q ´ pp1,3qpp4,5q
pp2,4qpp1,5q ´ pp1,4qpp2,5q ` pp1,2qpp4,5q
´pp2,3qpp1,5q ` pp1,3qpp2,5q ´ pp1,2qpp3,5q
´pp2,3qpp1,4q ` pp1,3qpp2,4q ´ pp1,2qpp3,4q
˛
‹‹‹‹‚“
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
´f2,3,4,5
´f1,3,4,5
f1,2,4,5
´f1,2,3,5
´f1,2,3,4
˛
‹‹‹‹‚.
Now algorithm 3 calls algorithm 2 applied to the pair pMF3
F2
pd3q
J,´V3q, where
MF3
F2
pd3q
J “
`
´f2,3,4,5 ´f1,3,4,5 f1,2,4,5 ´f1,2,3,5 ´f1,2,3,4
˘
,
and the module term ordering on the codomain of MF3
F2
pd3q
J is switched to term
over position down. Since all columns of the matrix above have degree 2, there is
no need to separate columns by degrees and we can apply algorithm 1 directly. The
next step is to calculate a Gro¨bner basis of the image of this matrix (truncated in
degree 2) and arrange its terms in a matrix so that the leading terms of the columns
are in decreasing order from left to right. This operation produces a matrix
G “
`
f1,2,3,4 f1,2,3,5 f1,2,4,5 f1,3,4,5 f2,3,4,5
˘
,
with column-by-column leading terms`
p2,3p1,4 p2,3p1,5 p2,4p1,5 p3,4p1,5 p3,4p2,5
˘
.
In this case, algorithm 1 returns the change of basis matrix
(4.3.1)
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
0 0 0 0 ´1
0 0 0 ´1 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 ´1 0 0 0
´1 0 0 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‚
and the list of weights obtained as follows:
weightpp2,3p1,4q ` p´2,´2,´2,´2,´2q “ p´1,´1,´1,´1,´2q,
weightpp2,3p1,5q ` p´2,´2,´2,´2,´2q “ p´1,´1,´1,´2,´1q,
weightpp2,4p1,5q ` p´2,´2,´2,´2,´2q “ p´1,´1,´2,´1,´1q,
weightpp3,4p1,5q ` p´2,´2,´2,´2,´2q “ p´1,´2,´1,´1,´1q,
weightpp3,4p2,5q ` p´2,´2,´2,´2,´2q “ p´2,´1,´1,´1,´1q.
This output is passed back to algorithm 3 which returns the pair pC2, V2q, where
C2 is the transpose of the matrix in equation (4.3.1) and
V2 “ tp1, 1, 1, 1, 2q, p1, 1, 1, 2, 1q, p1, 1, 2, 1, 1q, p1, 2, 1, 1, 1q, p2, 1, 1, 1, 1qu.
From this we deduce F2 – Sp2,1,1,1,1qC
5 bC Ap´3q.
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Next we apply algorithm 3 to the pair pMF2
F1
pd2qC
´1
2
, V2q, where
MF2
F1
pd2q “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
´p1,5 p2,5 p3,5 p4,5 0
p1,4 ´p2,4 ´p3,4 0 ´p4,5
´p1,3 p2,3 0 ´p3,4 p3,5
p1,2 0 p2,3 p2,4 ´p2,5
0 ´p1,2 ´p1,3 ´p1,4 p1,5
˛
‹‹‹‹‚.
This results in a call to algorithm 1 for the pair ppMF2
F1
pd2qC
´1
2
qJ,´V2q, where
pMF2
F1
pd2qC
´1
2
qJ “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
0 p4,5 ´p3,5 p2,5 ´p1,5
´p4,5 0 p3,4 ´p2,4 p1,4
p3,5 ´p3,4 0 p2,3 ´p1,3
´p2,5 p2,4 ´p2,3 0 p1,2
p1,5 ´p1,4 p1,3 ´p1,2 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‚
and the codomain of this matrix has the term over position down ordering. Our
calculation gives the Gro¨bner basis matrix (with columns in decreasing order of
their leading terms from left to right)
G “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
´p1,5 ´p2,5 ´p3,5 ´p4,5 0
p1,4 p2,4 p3,4 0 ´p4,5
´p1,3 ´p2,3 0 p3,4 p3,5
p1,2 0 ´p2,3 ´p2,4 ´p2,5
0 p1,2 p1,3 p1,4 p1,5
˛
‹‹‹‹‚,
and the change of basis matrix
(4.3.2)
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 ´1 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 ´1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
˛
‹‹‹‹‚.
The matrix of column-by-column leading terms of G is¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
p1,2 0 0 0 0
0 p1,2 p1,3 p1,4 p1,5
˛
‹‹‹‹‚
so our weight computation goes as follows:
weightpp1,2q ` p´1,´2,´1,´1,´1q “ p0,´1,´1,´1,´1q,
weightpp1,2q ` p´2,´1,´1,´1,´1q “ p´1, 0,´1,´1,´1q,
weightpp1,3q ` p´2,´1,´1,´1,´1q “ p´1,´1, 0, 1´,´1q,
weightpp1,4q ` p´2,´1,´1,´1,´1q “ p´1,´1,´1, 0,´1q,
weightpp1,5q ` p´2,´1,´1,´1,´1q “ p´1,´1,´1,´1, 0q.
This information is returned to our current run of algorithm 3 which outputs the
pair pC1, V1q, where C1 is the transpose of the matrix in equation 4.3.2 and
V1 “ tp0, 1, 1, 1, 1q, p1, 0, 1, 1, 1q, p1, 1, 0, 1, 1q, p1, 1, 1, 0, 1q, p1, 1, 1, 1, 0qu.
We deduce F1 –
Ź4
C5 bC Ap´2q.
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Finally we apply algorithm 3 to the pair pMF1
F0
pd1qC
´1
1
, V1q, where
MF1
F0
pd1q “
`
f1,2,3,4 f1,2,3,5 f1,2,4,5 f1,3,4,5 f2,3,4,5
˘
.
In turn, this applies algorithm 1 to the pair ppMF1
F0
pd1qC
´1
1
qJ,´V1q, where
pMF1
F0
pd1qC
´1
1
qJ “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
f2,3,4,5
´f1,3,4,5
f1,2,4,5
´f1,2,3,5
f1,2,3,4
˛
‹‹‹‹‚“
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
p3,4p2,5 ´ p2,4p3,5 ` p2,3p4,5
´p3,4p1,5 ` p1,4p3,5 ´ p1,3p4,5
p2,4p1,5 ´ p1,4p2,5 ` p1,2p4,5
´p2,3p1,5 ` p1,3p2,5 ´ p1,2p3,5
p2,3p1,4 ´ p1,3p2,4 ` p1,2p3,4
˛
‹‹‹‹‚
and once again the codomain is endowed with the term over position down ordering.
Since this matrix consists of a single column it is equal to its Gro¨bner basis matrix
and the corresponding change of basis matrix is simply
`
1
˘
. The leading term of
this column is ¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
0
0
0
0
p2,3p1,4
˛
‹‹‹‹‚
which has weight
weightpp2,3p1,4q ` p´1,´1,´1,´1, 0q “ p0, 0, 0, 0, 0q.
Algorithm 1 concludes by passing its output to algorithm 3 which in turn terminates
by returning the pair pC0, V0q, where C0 “
`
1
˘
and V0 “ tp0, 0, 0, 0, 0qu. This says
F0 – A, as expected.
Finally, algorithm 4 ends by collecting all the intermediate results and returning
the tuple pV0, V1, V2, V3q.
4.4. Weight propagation for graded components. Our last algorithm can be
used to recover the weights of the graded components of a module starting from a
presentation. The following is assumed.
(a) The sequence
F1
d1ÝÑ F0
π
ÝÑM Ñ 0
is a presentation of the module M in modýT A.
(b) The map d1 is provided in matrix formM
F1
F0
pd1q, where F0 is a homogeneous
basis of F0 and F1 is a homogeneous basis of F1.
(c) TnxF0y is equipped with a position up (resp. down) module term ordering.
(d) F0 admits a homogeneous basis of weight vectors F˜0 “ tf˜1, . . . , f˜su such that
MF0
F˜0
pidF0q is upper (resp. lower) triangular.
(e) W “ tw1, . . . , wsu is an ordered list with wi “ weightpf˜iq, @i P t1, . . . , su.
Algorithm 5: weight propagation for graded components
Input:
‚ d, a degree
‚ MF1
F0
pd1q, the matrix of a presentation of M as in assumption (b) above
‚ W , a list of weights as in assumption (e) above
Output:
‚ V , a list of weights for a basis of weight vectors of the graded component
of M of degree d
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1: function PropagateGradedComponents(d,MF1
F0
pd1q,W )
2: compute G, homogeneous Gro¨bner basis of im d1, using M
F1
F0
pd1q
3: obtain L, a list of degree d terms in TnxF0y that are not divisible by the
leading terms of elements of G
4: form N , a matrix with columns the component vectors (in the basis F0) of
the elements of L
5: pC, V q :“ PropagatepN,W q
6: return V
7: end function
Example 4.4.1. Consider the setup of example 4.1.4. Our module M is A modulo
the ideal px1, x2, y
2
1 , y1y2, y
2
2q; M is presented by the map d1 : F1 Ñ F0 where
MF1
F0
pd1q “
`
x1 x2 y
2
1 y1y2 y
2
2
˘
with respect to the the coordinate bases Fi of the free modules Fi. In particular,
F0 “ A and its unique basis element is a weight vector with weight p0, 0, 0, 0q.
We apply algorithm 5 to the tuple pd,MF1
F0
pd1q,W q, with d “ p0, 1q and W “
tp0, 0, 0, 0qu to find the weights of the graded component of degree p0, 1q of A{I.
Our software system finds
G “ tx2, x1, y
2
2 , y1y2, y
2
1u
to be a Gro¨bner basis of I. The terms in A of degree p0, 1q are y1 and y2; since
neither is divisible by the leading terms of elements of G, we form the matrix:
N “
`
y1 y2
˘
and apply algorithm 1 to the pair pN,W q (via a preliminary call to algorithm 2).
It is easy to see that algorithm 1 computes the following weights:
weightpy2q ` p0, 0, 0, 0q “ p0, 0, 0, 1q,
weightpy1q ` p0, 0, 0, 0q “ p0, 0, 1, 0q.
Then algorithm 5 returns the list of weights
V “ tp0, 0, 0, 1q, p0, 0, 1, 0qu,
which tells us that pA{Iqp0,1q – Cb C
2 as a representation of GL2pCq ˆGL2pCq.
Example 4.4.2. Consider the setup of example 4.3.7. The module M is A mod-
ulo the ideal I generated by the Plu¨cker equations of our Grassmannian. More
explicitly, M is presented by the map d1 : F1 Ñ F0 where
MF1
F0
pd1q “
`
f1,2,3,4 f1,2,3,5 f1,2,4,5 f1,3,4,5 f2,3,4,5
˘
,
and the polynomials fi,j,k,l are the same as those introduced in example 4.3.7. The
module F0 “ A has a unique basis element which is a weight vector of weight
p0, 0, 0, 0, 0q.
We apply algorithm 5 to the tuple pd,MF1
F0
pd1q,W q, with d “ 2 and W “
tp0, 0, 0, 0, 0qu.
The polynomials in the presentation above form a Gro¨bner basis of I and their
leading terms are in order:
p2,3p1,4 p2,3p1,5 p2,4p1,5 p3,4p1,5 p3,4p2,5.
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Via our computer algebra system we find the following list of 50 terms of degree 2
in A that are not divisible by the leading terms above:
p21,2 p1,2p1,3 p1,2p2,3 p1,2p1,4 p1,2p2,4
p1,2p3,4 p1,2p1,5 p1,2p2,5 p1,2p3,5 p1,2p4,5
p21,3 p1,3p2,3 p1,3p1,4 p1,3p2,4 p1,3p3,4
p1,3p1,5 p1,3p2,5 p1,3p3,5 p1,3p4,5 p
2
2,3
p2,3p2,4 p2,3p3,4 p2,3p2,5 p2,3p3,5 p2,3p4,5
p21,4 p1,4p2,4 p1,4p3,4 p1,4p1,5 p1,4p2,5
p1,4p3,5 p1,4p4,5 p
2
2,4 p2,4p3,4 p2,4p2,5
p2,4p3,5 p2,4p4,5 p
2
3,4 p3,4p3,5 p3,4p4,5
p21,5 p1,5p2,5 p1,5p3,5 p1,5p4,5 p
2
2,5
p2,5p3,5 p2,5p4,5 p
2
3,5 p3,5p4,5 p
2
4,5.
These terms are assembled into a one-row matrix N and algorithm 1 is applied
to the pair pN, tp0, 0, 0, 0, 0quq. We provide a sample of the weight computations
performed:
weightpp21,2q ` p0, 0, 0, 0, 0q “ p2, 2, 0, 0, 0q,
weightpp1,2p1,3q ` p0, 0, 0, 0, 0q “ p2, 1, 1, 0, 0q,
weightpp1,2p3,4q ` p0, 0, 0, 0, 0q “ p1, 1, 1, 1, 0q.
By analyzing a complete list of weights returned by the algorithm, it is possible to
conclude that pA{Iq2 – Sp2,2qC
5 as a representation of GL5pCq.
Proposition 4.4.3. Under the assumptions of this section, algorithm 5 returns an
ordered list V with the weights of the elements in a basis of weight vectors of Md.
Proof. We organize the proof into six separate steps.
Step 1: a basis of Md.
Let G be a Gro¨bner basis of im d1 in the module term ordering on T
nxF0y. Suppose
F0 “ tf1, . . . , fsu. Define the set
Bd :“ ttfi P T
nxF0y | degptfiq “ d and @g P G,LTpgq ∤ tfiu,
consisting of all the degree d terms of TnxF0y that are not multiples of the leading
terms of some element in G. By Macaulay’s basis theorem [KR00, Cor. 2.4.11], the
residue classes of elements in Bd modulo im d1 form a K-basis of Md. In particular,
dimKxBdyK “ dimKMd, where xBdyK is the K-vector subspace of pF0qd generated
by the terms in Bd.
Step 2: a subrepresentation of pF0qd.
Define
B˜d :“ ttf˜i P F0 | tfi P Bdu,
and consider xB˜dyK, the K-vector subspace of pF0qd generated by B˜d. Notice that
all elements of B˜d are K-linearly independent, hence dimKxB˜dyK “ dimKxBdyK “
dimKMd. Moreover each element tf˜i P B˜d is a weight vector for the action of T ,
since the terms t P Tn are weight vectors, by proposition 2.3.4, and the f˜i come
from a homogeneous basis of weight vectors of F0.
Step 3: pF0qd “ pkerπqd ‘ xB˜dyK.
Let tf˜j P B˜d. Since M
F0
F˜0
pidF0q is upper (resp. lower) triangular, so is its inverse
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MF˜0
F0
pidF0q. Suppose M
F˜0
F0
pidF0q “ pui,jq, for some ui,j P K. Then
tf˜j “
jÿ
i“1
ui,jtfi
˜
resp. tf˜j “
sÿ
i“j
ui,jtfi
¸
.
Seeing how TnxF0y is equipped with a position up (resp. down) module term
ordering, we deduce LTptf˜jq “ tfj P Bd.
Now consider any element f P xB˜dyK. Since f is a K-linear combination of
elements in B˜d, we must have LTpfq P Bd by what just observed. This implies
that LTpfq is not divisible by the leading term of any element of G, therefore the
remainder of f upon division by the elements of G is f itself.
Suppose f P pker πqd X xB˜dyK. Since kerπ “ im d1 and G is a Gro¨bner basis of
im d1, the remainder of f upon division by elements of G is zero. This forces f “ 0
and hence the sum of pkerπqd and xB˜dyK, as subspaces of pF0qd, is direct. Looking
at dimensions we obtain:
dimKpkerπqd ` dimKxB˜dyK “ dimKpkerπqd ` dimKMd “ dimKpF0qd,
since π is surjective. We conclude pF0qd “ pkerπqd ‘ xB˜dyK. Notice that pkerπqd
is a subrepresentation of T in pF0qd, since π is T -equivariant. Therefore the direct
sum decomposition holds as a decomposition of representations of T .
Step 4: an explicit section of π in degree d.
We will define a T -equivariant map ϕˆ : Md Ñ F0 such that @m PMd, πpϕˆpmqq “ m,
a section of π in degree d. Recall that the elements of B˜d are weight vectors in
xB˜dyK, so that πpB˜dq is a set of weight vectors in Md. Given the decomposition
pF0qd “ pkerπqd ‘ xB˜dyK, we have πpxB˜dyKq “ Md. Since dimKxB˜dyK “ dimKMd,
πpB˜dq is actually a basis of weight vectors ofMd. Let us define ϕˆ on πpB˜dq by setting
ϕˆpπpb˜qq :“ b˜, @b˜ P B˜d. Extending linearly gives a K-linear map ϕˆ : Md Ñ F0. Since
πpϕˆpπpb˜qqq “ πpb˜q, @b˜ P B˜d, the map ϕˆ is a section of π in degree d.
To show that ϕˆ is T -equivariant, it is enough to observe that, @b˜ P B˜d, πpb˜q
is a weight vector with the same weight as b˜, by proposition 2.2.7, because π is
T -equivariant.
Step 5: the map ϕ : E Ñ F0.
By the universal property of free modules in modýT A, D!ϕ : Md bK AÑ F0 mor-
phism in modýT A such that ϕˆ “ ϕ ˝ iMd , where iMd : Md Ñ Md bK A sends an
element m PMd to mb 1A. Set E :“MdbK A. Because πpB˜dq is a basis of weight
vectors of Md, the set E˜ :“ tπpb˜q b 1A | b˜ P Bdu is a homogeneous basis of weight
vectors of E. Moreover, @b˜ P B˜d, we have
ϕpπpb˜q b 1Aq “ ϕˆpπpb˜qq “ b˜ P xB˜dyK Ď pF0qd.
Notice that iMd is an isomorphism in degree d, and that ϕˆ is injective because it is a
section of π in degree d; therefore ϕ is injective in degree d. Because E is generated
in degree d, we conclude that ϕ is a minimal map by part II of proposition 3.1.4.
Step 6: an explicit matrix of ϕ.
We will describe the matrix N :“ ME˜
F˜0
pϕq. The elements in B˜d are, by definition,
of the form tf˜i, where tfi P Bd. For tf˜i P B˜d, we have, by construction,
ϕpπptf˜iq b 1Aq “ tf˜i.
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Therefore the column of N corresponding to the element πptf˜iq b 1A P E˜ has the
term t in the i-th row and zeros everywhere else. In other words, N is the matrix
whose columns are the column vectors of terms in Bd expressed in the homogeneous
basis F0 of F0. Since Bd can be obtained explicitly after computing a Gro¨bner basis
of im d1, this construction of the matrix N can be carried out explicitly.
Finally we can use algorithm 2, with input the matrix of ϕ just described and
the list of weights W of F0, to recover the weights of E “ Md bK A. Since these
are the same as the weights of Md, this concludes the proof. 
4.5. Computing over subfields. Let L and K be fields with K Ď L. Consider
the polynomial ring AL :“ Lrx1, . . . , xns with a positive Z
m-grading and identify
the polynomial ring AK :“ Krx1, . . . , xns with a (graded) subring of AL. As usual,
all our modules (over AL or AK) will be finitely generated and graded. Consider
a graded AL-submodule M of the free module F “
À
dPZm ALp´dq
βd . Following
[KR00, Defin. 2.4.14],M is defined over K if there exist elements m1, . . . ,ml in the
free AK-module
À
dPZm AKp´dq
βd Ď F which generate M as an AL-module.
If M is defined over K, then
‚ computing the reduced Gro¨bner basis G of M over K or over L, using the
elements m1, . . . ,ml, yields the same result, by [KR00, Prop. 2.4.16.b];
‚ the leading terms of the elements of G do not depend on the field used for the
computation, by [KR00, Prop. 2.4.16.a];
‚ the matrix of the change of basis between the elements m1, . . . ,ml and the
elements of G has entries in AK.
The third bullet point is an immediate consequence of the first one.
To explain how this affects our algorithms, let T be a torus over L with an
L-linear action on AL that is compatible with grading and multiplication. Let
ϕ : E Ñ F be a minimal map of free modules in the category modýT AL. Suppose
there exist homogeneous bases E of E and F of F such that ME
F
pϕq has entries in
K; equivalently, imϕ is defined over K. Our previous observations imply that the
steps used in algorithm 1 do not depend on the field. In practice, using algorithm 1
or 2 to recover the weights of E from the weights of F and the map ϕ, will produce
the same result whether we carry out our computations over L or over K.
Algorithms 3, 4 and 5 are based on algorithm 2 so we expect them to work over
subfields as well. Indeed they do, because of the following additional comments. If
ϕ : E Ñ F is a minimal map of free modules in modýT AL with imϕ defined over
K, then:
‚ the image of the dual map ϕ_ is also defined over K (clearly since a matrix of
ϕ_ is the transpose of a matrix of ϕ);
‚ the syzygy module of a Gro¨bner basis of imϕ is also defined over K (this
implies a minimal free resolution of a module can be computed over K);
‚ each graded component of imϕ has a basis consisting of those terms that are
not divisible by the leading terms of the elements in a Gro¨bner basis of imϕ, in
particular this basis does not depend on the field.
Remark 4.5.1. The possibility of performing our algorithms over a subfield K of
L is especially useful in the case where computations over L are not feasible. To
further illustrate the issue, we discuss the setup for our implementation [Gal13a] in
the software system Macaulay2 [GS].
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Let G be a complex semisimple algebraic group and let T be a maximal torus
in G. Every finite dimensional representation V of G is uniquely determined by its
weights (counted with multiplicity) for the action of T . Moreover V decomposes
uniquely into a direct sum of irreducible representations parametrized by so-called
highest weights. Given a complete list of weights of V for the action of T , the
highest weights can be recovered using a recursive formula of Freudenthal [Hum78,
§22.3] which holds over C.
Our objects of interest are modules in modýT AC that are defined over Q. While
it is not possible to compute over C, we can compute over Q in Macaulay2. In
particular, we can calculate minimal free resolutions and graded components over
the rationals. The implementation of our algorithms provides lists of weights that
can then be interpreted and decomposed over the complex numbers.
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